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Buoyed by the efforts of a coalition of community agencies, a once
neglected area of Greenville today enjoys a renewed sense of hope.
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itting in a sunbathed building

During the l atter part of the

once named in honor of a

century, however, as the city's

textile mill president, Viola

economy became m o re diversified ,

Nelson sips coffee from a Styrofoam

attention shifted to economic

cup and reminisces about an era

diversification and the development

when the rhythms of the day were

of d owntown Greenville and the fast

g overned by the shrill blast of a mill

g rowing suburbs on the east side

whistle, and the deafening clacking

of town. Many of the mills were

of looms represented the sounds

shuttered and a way o f life was lost.

of prosperity.
People wo rked hard, and the
community around the mill was

Greenville, it seemed, had moved
on, and the Textile Crescent had been
left behind. People began leaving

teeming with life and activity. There

the area, and unemployment and

were spirited baseball games against

despair infected the once proud

other mill teams. A nearby park was

communities. Although a recent influx

a popular weekend destination fo r

of Hispanic immig rants helped pump

concerts, dancing and carnival rides,

new life into the area, their presence

or you could take the trolley into town

also magnified the Crescent's need

fo r a picture show.
"All the families were so close,"
says Nelson, whose parents worked

for m o re healthcare and better
education and childcare programs.
Help a rrived in 1 998, when the

at Mills Mill in West Greenville. "If

No rthwest Crescent Child Develop

there was a death you almost had

ment and Family Services Center

to close down a shift, because every

opened. The center provides free

one wanted to pay their respects."
To be sure, life was not ideal.
Many teen-agers d ropped out of

healthcare, programs for senior
citizens, and educational opportunities
ranging from public kindergarten and

school early to take a mill job and

adult education to English as a Sec

help support their families. The

ond Language classes. Last year

workweek was grueling, and for many

alone, the center served over 700

there were few opportunities outside

people, with many taking advantage

of textile work.

of more than one of the center's

Still, textiles were the heart of
the Greenville economy for much

programs.
But the Northwest Crescent

of the 20th century, and the Textile

Center is more than a story of a

Crescent, a region of the city shaped

community facility that provides much

like a quarter-moon, was home to

needed services. It is a story about

eight mills. This cluster of com m uni

changing lives and kindling hope in

ties, which extended northwest from

a forg otten com m unity - and about

the Sans Souci area (approximately

a remarkable partnership that helped

three miles from the current Furman

make everything possible.

campus) to West Greenville, was the
city's thriving , lunch-bucket, blue
collar backbone.
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stares of teachers. Now, she no

how to read to my children," she says,

room and pretend.

"to teach me how to be a good

Melinda found a job at a J . P.

Tasha, a lively, freckled-faced girl

at 22, and seemed to be on her way

who loves to explore the creek near

to fulfill ing the g u idance counselor's

her home for frogs, turtles and tad

prophecy. Her husband, Russell, a

po les, is now an avid reader and

high school dropout and textile worker,

an above-average student. She

wanted to raise a family. But Melinda,

participates in the Accelerated Reader

who loved children, did not. The

prog ram at Armstrong Elementary,

thought of not being able to read

where she is a second-grader. And

to them was unbearable.

Melinda keeps close tabs on the

taking reading lessons at the G reen
ville Literacy Association. When she

"I volunteer at the school, read
to them, and there is not a day that

Tasha. Ear infections stunted the

goes by during the school year where

toddler's speech development, and

I do not talk to their teachers and

Tasha did not speak until she was 2 .

check on how my children are doing,"
she says.

was lagging behind children h e r age

Her husband earned his General

in language and communication skills.

Educational Development (GED) high

Her mother, who had never recovered

school equ ivalency diploma from the

after falling behind in first grade,

Northwest Crescent Center last

feared her daughter would suffer

su mmer.

a similar fate.
So she took Tasha to the North
west Crescent Center just months
after the facility opened. Soon, the
child was enrolled in a speech therapy
class and in the center's 4K program.
After dropping Tasha off at her

The center, says Melinda, has
changed their lives. And she's no
longer scared of schoo l .
"Going t o the Northwest Crescent
Center was the smartest thing I've
ever done. I've broken the cycle , "
s h e says proudly as she strokes

classroom, M e l i nda began partici

Tasha's hair. "My dreams are gone

Breaking the cycle

pating in the center's Parents as

now, but I dream for my children.
There is nothing that they cannot do."

In 1 981 , Mel inda Herman walked

Teachers program, an informal dis

across the stage of her high school

cussion group composed primarily

auditorium and received a diploma

of young mothers. With a teacher

Team effort

that she could not read.

on hand to facilitate interaction, the

Susan Shi can't remember when her

As the teen-ager took the docu

group wou l d discuss their children's

husband, Fu rman president David

ment and shook the principal's hand,

progress, what it takes to be a good

Shi, first gave her the letter from

a guidance counselor's harsh advice

parent, and the many frustrations

E l i zabeth Locke, head of The Duke

echoed in her mind.

a young parent endures. The pre

Endowment.

"He told me that my only hope
was to get a mill job and find a man
to take care of me , " Melinda recalls.
The young woman vowed then

4

progress of Tasha and her younger
sister, 6-year-old Rachel.

was 3 1 , the couple had their first child,

B y the time she was 4, the chi l d

255

parent . "

Stevens textile mill at 1 8, was married

At Russell's urging, she began

Last year,
people attended basic or intermediate English
as a Second Language classes at the center.

"I needed someone to teach me

longer had to sit in the back of a class

school program also included home
visits by Tasha's teacher.
The support and assistance
provided by the center helped Melinda

But Fu rman's first lady does
recall her reaction: "I thought to
myself, 'Wow. Furman has a great
opportunity."'

that she would never again darken

realize the impo rtance of being

a school hal lway. For 1 2 frustrating

involved in her child's life- and the

Fu rman and other beneficiaries of

years she had endured the taunts of

vital importance of reading to children

the Endowment, introduced the

fellow students and the frustrated

at a young age.

Children and Families Program,

The letter, mailed in 1997 to

an initiative to help improve the lives

Fu rman) to see what we could collec

of people living in economically

tively do with this invitation," says Shi.

depressed areas. It outlined grant
opportunities for institutions will ing

Within weeks Shi had organized
a g rant-writing team made u p of

to serve as a catalyst to develop a

representatives from Furman, the

community-based plan that wou ld

school district, the Children's Hospital

address the healthcare and educa

of the G reenville Hospital System,

tional needs of low-income residents.

and the United Way's Success By

Shi, chair of the United Way of

6 board. With g u i dance from the

G reenville County's Success By 6

Endowment, the small group soon

initiative, was acutely aware of the

realized they could do more than

area's pressing needs in early child

establish an early childhood education

hood education. A 1 996 study

center. They could address other

showed that 23 percent of the

pressing needs as wel l .

county's 6-year-olds did not have

They knew that nearly one third

the skills needed to be successful

of emergency room primary care visits

first grade students. Many of these

at the G reenville Hospital System's

children did not know their colors,

Medical Center Clinic came from the

shapes or letters. Some had never

Textile Crescent, which had no free

held a crayon.

clinic. In addition, many of the

About the same time, two major

immig rants who had settled in the

studies on early childhood develop

Crescent spoke l i ttle or no English,

ment captured national attention.

and a significant number of the

The Perry High/Scope study revealed

working poo r in the old mill neighbor

that every do l l ar invested in early

hoods did not have a high school

childhood education would save

diploma.

$6 in future social service expenses.
In addition, groundbreaking research

With Furman, the school district,
Success By 6 and the Children's

linked brain stimulation in infants

Hospital leading the way, the North

and toddlers to future academic

west Crescent Child Development

success.
In G reenville County, early child

and Family Services Center began
to take shape.

hood development centers in the
Overbrook and Mauldin communities

Leader of t e band

- both supported by the school dis

The first thing Ed Marshall noticed

trict- had experienced remarkable

when he drove up to Arrington Ele

success i n raising school readiness

mentary Schoo l was the 900-foot

scores, whil e test scores in the 1 1

fence su rrounding the property.

elementary schools i n the Textile

"That fence had to go," says

Crescent were 10 percent lower than

Marshal l , director of the Northwest

the county average.

Crescent Center. "We wanted to

Clearly, the children of the Textile

create an area that was welcoming

Crescent needed help. Susan Shi

to the community, so we took down

felt the time was right. And she knew

the fence and planted maple trees . "

that The Duke Endowment could help
provide the means.
"I g rabbed Rudolph Gordon (then

The 36-year-old Marshall has
been director of the center since it
opened in early 1998 at the old Berea

superintendent of the School District

E lementary School. The following

of G reenville Co u nty) and Hazel

year the center was relocated to the

Harris (professor of education and

renovated Richard Arrington Elemen

director of graduate studies at

tary School, a building named in honor
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The Northwest Crescent free medical clinic served
adults
and
children and filled almost
prescriptions during
the
school year. Bottom: Center director Ed
Marshall shares a quiet moment with a visitor.

222
2001-2002

1,100

Northwest Crescent Center services

of the former president of Mills M i l l
who donated the land f o r the school.
Moving quickly through the

The Northwest Crescent Center brings together the resources of the School

center's hallways, peeking in class

District of Greenville County's early childhood and adult education programs

roo ms , Marshall is a thin, youthful

with commun ity health, l iteracy and other agency services. The center's

bundle of energy. A cross between

prog rams include:

4-Year Kindergarten (4K)- Half-day
kindergarten classes (morning and

M r. Rogers and a pol itician on the

t
tCtescen
Northwes

afternoon sessions) for 4-year-olds,

campaign trail, Marshall has a s m i l e
and a kind word f o r every child and
a handshake for the adults.
Before taking the job at the

Monday through Thursday. Teachers

Northwest Crescent Center, he

conduct home visits and parent
meetings.

was di rector of Success By 6 in

Preschool Special Education - For

Greenvi l l e and had served as a

children with developmental delays.

lobbyist in Washington, D.C. Although

The special education teacher also

his background is in education and

serves as a resou rce to the 4K and

public policy, he says he sometimes

Head Start teachers. Itinerate services

feels more l i ke a bandleader.

are provided for children with special

"There are just so many pro

needs who are enrolled in the regular
4K program.

Parents as Teachers- Families with

children from birth to age 3 are provided
parent education during monthly home
visits, workshops, regular parent
meetings and other educational family
activities.

Family Learning/GED- Based on the
national family l iteracy model funded
through Even Start, the program pro
vides a cluster of educational activities,
including adult education for parents,
early childhood education for children,
parent education, and parent/child
education.

English as a Second Language (ESL)
- English language instruction is offered
at the intermediate skill level.

Greenville Literacy Association/
Smith Learning Center - Basic
literacy and ESL classes are taught
in conjunction with companion courses
offered by the school district. This
program features small classes and
one-on-one tutoring.

Free Medical Clinic-Northwest Cres
cent Center Satellite- A primary med
ical care satellite clinic for adults and
children. Pediatric services are provided
in partnership with the Greenville Hos
pital System's Children's Hospital. Adult

Health Department- Services include

grams here," he says. "There's so

nutrition counseling and food vouchers

m uch going on."

for women, infants and young children;
well-child exams for newborns, infants

facility is provided and maintained by

nursing staff; and imm unizations for

the School District of Greenville

children and adults. Referrals are made
to medical and other specialists, if
necessary.

St. Francis Health System-Mobile
Health Express - Provides free blood
pressure, glucose and cholesterol
screenings twice a month.

Head Start

-

Child development

for its own budget and programs.
In addition to the school district's
early childhood education and
Parents as Teachers programs, the
center houses a free medical clinic,
a senior citizens program, and adult

exposes them to a variety of learning

education and literacy classes.

experiences to foster intellectual, social
and emotional growth. Other program

Beginning when students arrive

components include health, nutrition,

in the morning and continuing into

developmental screenings and social

the evening, when GED and English

services.

as a Second Langu age classes

Furman - Provides leadership in the

recess, the center is a hive of activity.

implementation of the Northwest
Crescent Center's Duke Endowment
grant, while also providing pre-service
and in-service training, student volun

Marshall spends m u ch of his time
giving tours and sharing with visitors
the center's many successes, which

teers and practicum experiences for 4K

include working to raise school readi

teachers.

ness scores in the area's elementary

Seniors' Choice- Provides daily

schools and helping people earn

workshops, speakers, field trips and

their GED.

other activities for seniors.
Source: School District of Greenville

supervisor, are offered through volunteer

County Web site

tors and pharmacists.

County. But each agency (or partner)
operating in the building is responsible

program for 3- and 4-year-olds that

medical services, supported by a staff
physicians, nurses, screeners, transla

The Northwest Crescent Center

and toddlers by a specially trained

There are plenty of other stories
- about adu lts learning to read,
parents learning how to deal with
their children, expectant m o m s
receiving prenatal care, and lonely
seniors making new friends.
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Sti l l , most of the questions
Marshall fields are about funding and
partnerships.
A sign at the center's entrance

involvement in the center is a formula
that more colleges should e m u late.
Student vol unteerism is won
derful, she says. But colleges and

lists 1 1 partners, each of whom spon

universities must take a more active

sors programs or provides funding or

role i n their com m unities.

volunteers at the center. On the l i st

"Generally speaking , town-gown

are Furman, the Greenville County

relations at some colleges have not

Health Department, Greenville Free

always been good," says Locke. "To

Medical Clinic, Greenville Literacy

people in town, the college looks very

Association, the Children's Hospital ,

fat and rich. It looks l i ke a business

the School District of Greenville

that won't help with bake sales or

County, SHARE, Head Start, the

funding because of its non-profit

United Way of Greenville County,

status.

Seniors' Choice and St. Francis
Health System .
"The most remarkable thing
about this project has been the
will ingness of an array of agencies

"Student volunteers are great.
However, universities need to take
their place at the table with the movers
and shakers of the com m u nity."
Through its com m it ment to the

to come together to collaborate," says

Northwest Crescent Center, Locke

Susan Shi. "There has been almost

says, Furman is "doing this and many

no fighting over territory. Everyone's

other things."

willing to share their resources for the
com mon good."
Since serving as a catalyst to

Says Susan Shi, who holds a
Ph.D. in educational administration:
"Furman's role in the center is an

establish and o rganize the center,

example of the university's com m it

Furman has donated educational

ment to play an active, leading role

supplies and fu rniture, and Furman

i n helping to i mprove the com m u nity.

faculty and staff m e m bers serve on

This goes beyond vol unteering. It's

the Northwest Crescent Board of

a deeper, more profound involve

Directors.

ment."

In addition, Furman students
are in many ways the lifeblood of the

Newfound optimism

center's volunteer program. Last

Harold Batson, retired principal at

year, more than 200 students spent

Berea High School who has lived in

nearly 600 hours at the com m unity

the Textile Crescent since 1 949, has

center as volunteer teachers, trans

witnessed the gradual decline of the

lators, English teachers, landscapers

area's once vi brant co m munities.

and teacher aids, says Marshall.

Many of the students he taught and

"There is a stigma about colleges

coached du ring a 50-year career as

residing in a com m u nity but living in

an educator and administrator have

a cocoon," says Marshal l . "The stu

left for greener pastures.

dent vo l u nteers here learn how the

But a sense of com munity pride,

real world works. They come to

combined with a j u m p in residential

understand the issues and problem s

and com m e rcial development, is

that people outside their background

instilling residents of the Crescent

face."

with newfound optimism. The recently

Elizabeth Locke, president of The
Duke Endowment, which has pro

The map behind Ed Marshall highlights the home
countries of many of the Northwest Crescent
Center's clients.

Furman campus at the site of the
former Stone Manufactu ring plant, is
providing needed jobs and giving the
area a strong financial boost- m u ch
as the Northwest Crescent Center is
providing education, em powerment
and hope.
"There is a real effort being made
there," Batson says of the center.
"They are trying to help people make
a better life for themselves. When
you do that, the entire com m unity
becomes stronger."
Viola Nelson, too, senses the
change.
Finishing her coffee, she chats
about the activities the Northwest
Crescent Center provides for senior
citizens - field trips, fellowship and
a "rocking and reading" program for
students in the pre-kindergarten
program.
"This center has really helped
because it reaches out to people,"
she says. "I was here when the m i l ls
closed down, and it was sad. Every
one moved away, and it was l i ke
a ghost town.
"But things are changing now.
People are excited. I haven't seen
that for a long time."

completed Cherrydale Point Shopping
Center, located three miles from the

vided $1 .3 m i l l i o n to the Northwest
Crescent Center, says Furman's
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FURMAN'S TOP ENROLLMENT OFFICIALS EXPOUND ON THE CURRENT STATE OF COLLEGE RECRUITING
'
AND THE REASONS BEHIND THE UNIVERSITY S RECORD-SETTING GROWTH IN APPLICATIONS.

Photos by Charlie Register

T

his fall's freshman class is the most selective, most diverse

• Three harpists.

and, on paper, the strongest group academically to enroll

• A washboard player.

at Furman.

• A novelist.

The 730 students who make up the Class of 2006 were chosen

from 3,868 applicants, marking the fifth time in seven years that the

• An artist whose work has been displayed in Bulgaria and

university set a record for applications. Furman accepted 2,282

Greece.

in university history. By comparison, in 1 996 Furman received 2,785

dancing team, the Universal Stud ios Hip Hop Dancing Contest

students, or 59 percent of the pool, tying for the lowest percentage
applications and accepted 2,327 students.

For 2002-03, applications were received from students in

45 states and 37 countries. While applications from South Carolina
and Georgia remained stron g , the university saw a significant rise
in interest from North Carolina (a 20 percent increase) as well as

from Alabama, Indiana, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey and Texas.
The group includes 48 valedictorians, 24 salutatorians and 25

student body presidents. More than 70 percent finished in the top

• A member of the national champion clogging and Irish
winner, and a World Jazz Dance Congress Silver Award wi nner.
Clearly, Furman has recruited yet another group replete with
top-flight academic abil ity, leadership skills and assorted other
talents. More important, perhaps, is that once students arrive

at Furman, they tend to stay: the retention rate is 94 percent.
Furman magazine asked Benny Walker

'71 , vice president

for enrollment, and Woody O'Cain, d i rector of admissions, to
comment on ·the recruiting process and on the reasons behind

1 0 percent of their class, and 56 percent of the new students are

the surge in interest among prospective students. They also discuss

women.

some of the issues, challenges and concerns that Furman and other

Outside of academics, the class has its share of accompl ished
individuals, including:

• Ten lawn service owners.
8

• Owner of a computer consulting company.

• Five black belts in karate.

private l i beral arts colleges will face in the next few years.
Walker has worked. in admissions and financial aid at Furman
since he g raduated . O'Cain, a g raduate of Erskine College, came

to Furman in 1 998 and is a veteran of 1 5 years in admissions work.

In recent years, applications for admission to Furman have
risen to record levels. To what do you ascribe this success?

WALKER: In addition to the abundance of 1 8-year-olds looking
for a college, Furman's growing reputation and name recognition
have led to more applicants. Our improved facilities, the significant
accomplishments of our students and faculty, and an aggressive
marketing program in which we combine direct mail, strong
publications and extensive use of the Internet have helped us build
our reputation and create an increased awareness of Furman with
the general public. Our ongoing strategy of personal contact with
prospective students, which has always been a trademark of the
Furman recruiting process, has also contributed to our record
applications.
O'CAIN: The Admissions Office has an approach to recruitment
called Prospect Management, which focuses on converting inquirers
into applicants. In other words, we put more of our emphasis
on cultivating students' interest before they apply, rather than
after.
Deciding where to apply to college is a very rational decision.
You find schools that have the things you are looking for in terms
of size, location, programs, distance from home, student body
make-up, etc. Then you apply. But actually selecting a college is
an emotional decision. We cannot make Furman "feel right"
to students. That has to happen on its own, usually when they
visit campus.
We concentrate our efforts on identifying, early in the process,
those students who show interest in Furman and who appear most
likely to apply for admission. We also focus on students who can
bring something special to the university, whether for their talent
in academics, the arts, athletics, or whatever. Our desire is to get
those students to apply, thereby increasing the yield rate of inquirer
(or prospect) to applicant. Then we follow up personally with
the help of current students, faculty, staff and alumni, offering
assistance in helping prospective students through the admissions
process.
We divide our recruitment areas into territories, with each
territory assigned to an admissions staff counselor. All contact
with students in a specific territory is coordinated through the
assigned counselor, thus ensuring continuity of communication.
Prospective students get to know their territorial recruiter. They
build a relationship that can often make the difference in a student's
decision to attend Furman.

Furman is not the only college experiencing record applications.

Admissions director Woody O'Cain visits with a prospective Paladin and
her parents during Preview Day, an annual spring program for accepted
students. Opposite: These 10 members of the Class of 2006 were on
campus in early July as one of six groups participating in the Summer
Outdoor Experience, a pre-Orientation orientation program for incoming
students. Learn more about them on the following pages.

The numbers of graduating seniors are up, and many
schools across the country have taken advantage of that. But
increasing your applications cannot happen solely because there
are more students out there. You have to position your institution
properly so that students become interested.
O'CAIN:

What are Furman's requirements for admission (in terms of
standardized tests, academic record, etc.)?

We consider the following criteria, in order of importance:
quality of courses taken, grades in those courses, standardized test
scores (ACT or SAT), extracurricular activities, and quality of the
essay submitted with the admissions application. Accepted students
average three AP (Advanced Placement) courses.

WALKER:

O'CAIN: Applicants should have completed a strong college
preparatory course of study that includes four years of English,
algebra I and II, geometry, three years of social studies, at least
two years of natural sciences, and at least two years of the same
foreign language. Four or more academic credits per year should
be in advanced or honors courses. We also look at what percentage
of a high school's previous graduating classes went to four-year
colleges.
The incoming freshman class has a grade-point average of
3.62 in academic classes, 3.91 for all courses taken in high school.
The average SAT scores for the middle 50 percent of the class fall
between 1 1 90 and 1 340. The average ACT scores for the middle
50 percent range from 26 to 30.

Some experts attribute the increased interest in attending
college to demographics, as Benny mentioned. The children
of the baby boom generation have come of age and are applying
to colleges in near record numbers. What is distinctive about

Why is it important to have higher applications and a lower

Furman's recent gains?

acceptance rate?

We have been successful in attracting students with
stronger academic credentials and from an expanded geographical
base. For example, we are receiving applications from more
students in the Midwest and Southwest, and this has a snowball
effect: when students from those areas know about us, they spread
the word to their friends, with the result that even more students
from those areas are likely to apply.
In addition, while there are more 1 8-year-olds in the market
for college, the competition among selective colleges is fierce and
the economy is fragile. We have been successful in positioning
Furman as a value-added higher-education experience and have
shown that it is worth the price we charge.

Higher applications are important to ensure an adequate
and strong pool for our incoming freshman class. Approximately
33 percent of the students we accept decide to attend Furman.
Therefore, we need three times the number of applications to
acceptances just to ensure that we make a class. Having a large
number of applicants raises the level of competition and ultimately
allows us to enroll students who are stronger academically. A
lower acceptance rate is the result of higher application numbers.
It also enhances our reputation for selectivity, which in turn makes
us more desirable to strong students in the future.

WALKER:

WALKER:

The percentage of Furman students from South
Carolina has averaged 30 percent in recent years.
Among Palmetto State residents enrolling this fall
are, from left, Michael Jennings of Spartanburg and
Elloa Lee and Barrett Matthews, both from Columbia.

O'CAIN:

The more selective you are, the more "value" and "prestige"
students and parents place on your institution. The more value
and prestige they see, the more likely they are to give you strong
consideration. And the more selective we become, the more
visibility we gain in national college publications and other marketing
venues - and the more attractive we become to the top students.

site is exciting, dynamic and intriguing, so is your university. Even
the name, World Wide Web, tells you that you have the opportunity
to reach anyone almost immediately. And with the recent expansion
of our recruiting efforts both nationally and internationally, the
Web has been vital in attracting interest from an increasingly
diverse group of students.

How has the development of the World Wide Web affected

How can Furman further strengthen its applicant pool?

recruiting?

We now have more prospective students contacting us
via the Web and e-mail than by any other means. We are receiving
thousands of hits on our Web site each week. We have developed
an award-winning Admissions site, EngageFurman.com, that not
only provides detailed admission and financial aid information but
also provides video clips of students and faculty, frequently updated
campus pictures, and journals from freshmen who recount their
experiences in and out of the classroom. This interactive Web site
has enticed prospective students to revisit often - and to learn
more about Furman each time they connect. It is a great enhance
ment to recruiting and is becoming the core of our outreach efforts.
WALKER:

O'CAIN: Students and parents are using the Web more and more
in everything they do, including finding a college. If your Web
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We must continue to increase our exposure across the
country. The more material that people receive from us, the more
they visit our Web site, the more times they read about our athletic
or academic accomplishments, and the more times that our faculty
and alumni receive national recognition, the greater the under
standing and appreciation for Furn1an. The stronger the recognition
and reputation, the more applicants we wil l attract.
WALKER:

O'CAIN: The Web and the ability to respond instantly through
e-mail are great. But as long as we use technology to complement
our communication efforts, rather than to replace them, then our
marketing efforts will have continued success. Students and
especially parents still appreciate the personal touch. Nothing
replaces the old-fashioned phone call or handwritten note.

Who are Furman's primary competitors in recruiting students?
To what other institutions do our applicants apply?

We cross with a number of private institutions and
honors colleges at state institutions. The great preponderance of
our applicants have a strong interest in a small to medium-sized
l iberal arts college.

WALKER:

Our strongest competitors outside the state are Wake
Forest, Vanderbilt, Emory, Davidson, University of North Carolina,
University of Georgia, Tulane, Richmond, Washington & Lee,
Rhodes, University of the South and Duke. In state, our top
competitors are University of South Carolina, Clemson and Wofford.
O'CAIN:

The Hartness Welcome Center (HWC), with its beautiful reception
area and high-tech wizardry, offers prospective students a
dazzling introduction to Furman. Are these kinds of showplaces
the trend among colleges these days?

They are. However, we believe that we have set the
standard at Furman. Hartness is the perfect combination of location
(at the front of the campus, beside the administration building),
size and technology. Welcome centers should be the living room
of the university, and Hartness serves that purpose. As the compe
tition for students increases, more colleges are developing state
of-the-art welcome centers. We believe that we are ahead of
the curve.
WALKER:

O'CAIN: The Hartness Welcome Center has been a huge addition
to our recruiting efforts. While the Admissions Office did quite
well for many years operating from the lower level of the Earle
Infirmary, the HWC is a jewel and definitely has the "wow factor"
that we wanted. Our goal i s for our campus visitors to have the
best experience possible. Even for those students who are not a
good match for Furman, we want them to walk away impressed
with their on-campus experience. The HWC begins their experience
in a very positive and impressive way.

At Preview Day, campus organizations display their wares for the benefit
of prospective students -approximately 300 of whom attended this
year's event April 13- and their families.

O'CAIN: Our admissions process is very thorough and fair.
Becoming more competitive is also painful because you have
to choose among so many students that would likely do very
well here. The decisions we make as a staff and with the assistance
of the Admissions Committee are often difficult. But we know
we are making the best decision for Furman, and that is our
ultimate goal.

In 1981-82, a freshman entering Furman as a full-time resident
How does Furman distinguish between who's "right" for the

student paid $6,948. In 2002-03, the same student would pay

university and who's "not," especially considering that inter

$26,928. Even though Furman is still considered a "bargain"

views with prospective applicants are primarily informational?

compared to many national liberal arts colleges, how can the

What makes an applicant stand out on paper? Do the members

university avoid pricing itself beyond many students' means?

of the Admissions Committee emerge from their meetings

What strategies must it employ to continue to attract well

beaten and bloodied?

rounded, balanced classes?

WALKER: The Adm issions Committee, which consists of six
faculty, two staff, two students and the director of admissions, sets
the guidelines used in evaluating applicants. We look carefully at
activities and essays to gain insight into the applicants as individuals.
In addition, our admissions counselors have met many of the
students and often add comments to an applicant's file that may
help the committee understand how students "fit" with Furman
and what they may be able to contribute to the life of the university.
When we get down to the fmal admits, staff and committee members
agonize over the nuances of an application as they try to envision
how an appl icant will do at Furman. When all is said and done,
committee members return to their normal activities knowing that
they have given each appl icant close scrutiny.

This is something we work on constantly. We are
attacking the affordability issue in two ways. First, we are doing
all we can to keep our cost increases to a minimum. For 2002-03,
we increased costs 5 .6 percent. We are working to keep our
expenses low and to build our endowment, which provides subsidy
for our operational costs. We continue to expand our financial aid
resources so that we can discount the cost for students who are
unable to pay the full price. We want students to focus on "net
cost" and not sticker price. If we can contain expenses and build
our financial aid, we believe that Furman will remain affordable
for all who are qualified to attend. That is our goal.
WALKER:
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Some prestigious schools (the University o f California and
University of North Carolina, to name two) are considering
abolishing the SAT and other standardized tests as a requirement
for admission. Other schools (Bates) have made standardized

what they have learned. The College Board recently re-evaluated
the SAT as a result of the criticism it faced, and the most significant
change it made was to incorporate a written essay into the exam,
beginning in 2005. This will no doubt help colleges in evaluating
the overall ability of applicants

tests "optional," meaning students are not required to submit
test scores with their application.
Where does Furman stand on the value of the SAT? Is the
test biased against females, the less affluent or minority

There's also a growing debate about the fairness and legitimacy

students, as has been claimed? Does it measure intelligence

of Early Admission or Early Decision policies, in which students

rather than knowledge or learning? Is it a fair predictor of a

may apply early to their first-choice college. If accepted, they

student's college success? What about the suggestion that

are in most cases expected to commit to the institution - and

colleges require more SAT II tests, which apply to individual

to stick by that commitment. The president of Yale has

subjects?

WALKER: We do require the SAT (or ACT) and see it as a comple
ment to a student's academic record. The name was changed from
the Scholastic Aptitude Test to Scholastic Achievement Test eight
years ago and now is more of a measure of knowledge attained
than a pure measure of aptitude. Because Furman has students
from 48 states and more than l , 1 00 high schools, standardized
tests provide us with comparative ways to measure achievement.
Test scores are considered third in our admissions review process,
after quality of courses and grades.
The SAT by itself is not a good predictor of success at Fum1an,
but in concert with assessments of courses and grades, we believe
it does provide insight into a student's potential for success. We
currently do not require SAT I I tests unless a student is home
schooled. All students must submit a written essay with their
application, and we review the essay for content, style and originality.
In our applicant pool, we have not found that the SAT is biased
toward females. We do review the test results of all first-generation
college students, students from less affluent schools, and minorities
on an individual basis. We tend to put more emphasis on grades
for these students.
O'CAIN: Some experts argue that the SAT is a predictor of affluence
and nothing else. I disagree. I think it does allow students to show

From left, Kate Bauder of Orlando, Fla.,
Kyle Flanders of Naperville, Ill., and
Meredith Cromley of Saluda, S.C., take
a break outside the University Center.
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suggested that Early Decision practices be curtailed, and a
recent column in Newsweek called them unfairly discriminatory
because they force students to make "premature choices,"
reduce the chances of those applying under Regular Decision
plans, and contribute to "senioritis" (once students know
they've been accepted to a college, they stop studying).
What is Furman's position on this issue? And what is
Furman's Early Decision policy? What percentage of the
incoming class was accepted during Early Decision?

Fum1an has practiced its unique brand of Early Decision
for 30 years. Designed for students whose first choice is Furman,
it allows flexibility and results in less decision-making pressure.
Early Decision candidates apply to Furman by November 1 5 .
They receive notification of the admission decision by December
1 5. Those students who are offered admission have until January
1 5 to respond to Funnan. Students make no commitment to Furman
simply by applying and may apply to other schools as long as they
are in a position to decide on Furman by January 1 5. They receive
financial aid packages, including scholarship offers, by December
20, if their files are complete.
For many years, Early Decision filled about one-third of the
freshman class at Furman. Because we have enjoyed record
application numbers five of the last seven years, the percentage
of the class accepted during Early Decision has crept up. For
WALKER:

T he Furman Lake provides a scenic backdrop for. from left, Luke Gittemeier of Dallas, Texas, Laura Cooke
of Greensboro, N. C. , Anna Lovett of Brandon, Miss. , and Ben Wallace of Columbus, Ga.

2002-03, Early Decision students make up 45 percent of the class.
We will scale back Early Decision for fall 2003 to keep more of
a balance between Early and Regular Decision and to ensure that
we have adequate spaces available for Regular Decision applicants.
The goal will be no more than 40 percent of available spaces
awarded in Early Decision.
We will continue to have a strong Early Decision program
because it allows students for whom Furman is the top choice to
complete the decision-making process early. It also allows us to
confirm a large segment of our fall class by mid-January.
O'CAIN: Because of the high number of Early Decision acceptances
for 2002-03, the competition for the remaining spaces in Regular
Decision challenged all of us. We want to ensure that students
choose to apply during Early Decision because Furman is their
first choice, not because they think it is their only chance for
admission, and we want to have space for the student who decides
in January that Furman is his or her first choice. Because we will
accept fewer students in Early Decision this fall, students similar
to those offered Early Decision admission in the last couple of
years will be deferred to Regular Decision. But I think Furman
has a fair Early Decision program, and students know up front that
Regular Decision will be h ighly competitive.

Along the same lines, how can institutions like Furman work
to defuse the mounting pressure among students to be accepted
to a "top college?" Or do we want to defuse it?

Our costs and academic rigor attract students who want
individualized attention, quality facilities and faculty, and a degree
that will open doors to their future. The pressure on students to
be accepted to top colleges will continue and will always be a part
of the goal of top high school students. Our marketing program
is designed to attract students who desire the best undergraduate
liberal arts education possible.
WALKER:

O'CAIN: From our perspective, competition is good. Being a
selective institution means more and more students want to be
a part of your school, and that too is good. Students are going
to face competition for the rest of their lives, and going through
the college admissions process is good preparation.

What trends, challenges and threats do you see Furman and
other private colleges confronting over the next five to 10
years?

WALKER: Affordability is number one, with all of its implications
- cost containment, institutional financial aid, state and federal
financial aid, and the economy. Related to that challenge, especially
in Furman's case, is the need for a larger endowment to provide
the resources to offer a quality education. We are making good
progress toward building diversity in the student body and faculty,
but we need to continue to improve in this area. All private colleges
are also competing with the growing number of state scholarship
programs that often provide free tuition to students attending state
colleges and universities.
We have seen both positive and negative results due to the
recent political unrest and economic slump. On the positive side,
because of these tense times, families are more serious about their
college choice and more interested in a campus that is nurturing
and safe. We score high in that area. On the negative side, more
students are applying for financial aid and their demonstrated need
is higher, primarily due to reduced or lost employment. In addition,
there is great uncertainty about the financial future of many
companies, and this has made families anxious about committing
to a $ 1 20,000 education.

Economy. Economy. Economy.
Because of the uncertainty of the national economy, and
because the majority of our students would likely have a "free"
option to attend a state school should they so desire, we must
continue to help students recognize the benefits of attending
a liberal arts institution like Furman. We must continue to offer
the programs and opportunities for which we earn high marks outstanding instruction and facilities, supportive campus environ
ment, engaged learning opportunities through intemships, research,
study abroad and service learning - to make sure that students
and parents know that they will receive a strong return on their
educational investment.
O'CAIN:
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I have been a serious amateur cook for many years. At Furman in the late '70s, I lived off campus
during the summers, and I cooked for myself and occasionally for others. After Furman I moved to
Philadelphia, just as the restaurant scene began to heat up with establishments like Steven Pose's Frog,
Commissary and Eden . After working for a couple of years, I could afford to eat out occasionally,
and I began to form strong opinions about the kind of food I liked, both to eat and to cook. I devoured
cookbooks, trying this and that, and developed a repertory of meals that I served to family and friends.
In 1997, as part of a sabbatical, I attended cooking school at La Varenne in Burgundy. There I
learned the basics of French cuisine and came to appreciate the cooking demanded by Michelin before
it bestows its highest rating, the coveted three stars.
Then in the summer of 2001 I moved to Paris for a year with my fami ly, and my cooking skills
blossomed. I attended a second cooking school, in Gascony, with Robert Reynolds, a former chef
at Le Trou restaurant in San Francisco. Robert taught me a new approach to cooking: shopping at
the local market every day, choosing only the freshest, most seasonal ingredients, and making up
a menu after you have your ingredients, not before.
France is justly famous for its wonderful markets. Twice a week in some locations, every day
in others, vendors in small stalls sel l the freshest vegetables, fish, chicken, lamb, beef and dairy
products you have ever seen. The colors, the smells, the textures almost overwhelm the senses. Along
with incredible wines and a great variety of cheeses, these ingredients create a cook's paradise.
The French cook seasonally. Unlike in the United States, where almost everything is available
year round, trucked in or flown in from distant locations, most produce comes from local farms and
is available only at certain times of the year. This approach to cooking and eating results in foods that
are at the peak of their flavor.
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Nearly everyone in France has strong opinions about food and favorite recipes. I knew a wonderful
or fish vendor, just down the street from my apartment, and on the way back from the
market I would often stop to inquire about what had just arrived and what was freshest. He would
direct me to a particular fish, sometimes something I had never tried before, and I would ask him how
to prepare it. He typically offered a simple recipe, suggested accompaniments, and ended with the
pursed lips and air kiss, indicating c 'est deliceux (it's delicious).

poissonnier,

s p e o p l e c o m e to know me a n d u n d e rsta n d my passi o n for c o ok i n g ,
they often ask if I p l a n to b e c o m e a chef o r resta u rate u r. I a d m it that
I ' ve thought about it, but the long hours and the working conditions (lots of heat and noise) have
tended to put me off.
Still, the idea has always remained in the back of my mind, and when I read an article in the
New York Times about a program through Relais and Chateux, a trade organization of fine hotels
and restaurants, offering the opportunity to work for a week in a restaurant of fine cuisine, I decided
I had to try it. Not only would it be a uniquely memorable experience, but it would also give me a
chance to find out firsthand about working in a restaurant, and to satisfy my curiosity about attempting
a new career as a chef.
My week began rather inauspiciously. George Bush was in Paris for a meeting with Jacques
Chirac, the president of France, and the police had closed several metro stations for security reasons,
including my transfer station and the station closest to the restaurant. As a result, I had to take a
roundabout route to the restaurant, and after a 1 5-minute walk from the next nearest station, I arrived
about 10 minutes late. The front door to the restaurant was locked. I had a phone number, but no one
answered. Finally, after examining my paperwork, I noticed that the street address I'd been given was
that of a small, unmarked door just down the street from the restaurant. Sure enough, it led to the
kitchen.
I was first given a tour, both upstairs and downstairs. The kitchen was surprisingly small, perhaps
1 5 feet by 25 feet, and crammed with stoves, pots and pans, and stainless steel counters. Downstairs
were the bakery, the walk-in refrigerator, the wine cave and a small room that served as a private
dining room or an overflow room if the restaurant was crowded. Upstairs was the main kitchen, with
stations for grilling both meat and fish, the vegetable station, the sauce station, the garde manger
(where cold foods such as salads and desserts are assembled), and two dishwashing stations. A central
counter served as a center for assembling the plates and checking them before they went out. Every
inch of space was used.
After the tour, I was put to work pinching the ends off green beans and stripping peas from their
shells. Even though I have been cooking for years, I was fumble-fingered compared to my much
younger fellow cooks. I finished shelling an impossibly large bowl of peas after perhaps 45 minutes,
only to have one of my hosts return with another equally large bowl to be shelled. I was told that it
typically takes them about 1 5-20 minutes to shell all these peas, which they do every day.
Everyone was relaxed but working quickly. "No one talks very much. It is better for the concen
tration," one of the cooks told me. He was right. Perhaps there was a little more conversation this
morning because I was asking questions, but in general everyone was quiet, working very intensely
with the food in front of him.
Each station was extremely neat and organized. I soon learned that for any job, I would need three
containers: one for the raw ingredient (peas to be shelled, turnips to be peeled and sliced, mussels to
be de-bearded), one for the finished product, and one for the scraps. After every step, the station was
wiped down and cleaned.
This process - the preparing of what the French call mise en place - is very important. During
service, when customers are in the restaurant and everyone is cooking, there is no time to cut up
anything. Everything that can be done in advance without compromising quality is done. Green beans
are cooked in salted water until almost done, then plunged into ice water to stop the cooking. Later,
just before serving, they are sauteed in a pan with a little bit of water, lots of butter, sliced peaches
and fresh almonds.
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he a m o unt of work that g o e s i nto s o m e of the d ishes is a m a z i n g a n d
n o t a lways related to the c ost of the d i sh o r i t s i m p o rtance to the
customer. For example, by the end of the week one of the jobs that I came to hate was cutting up the
"salad." This wasn 't as simple as tearing a few leaves of romaine or iceberg lettuce. Instead, I was
given a large container of watercress and asked to snip off only the best leaves with scissors. It took
1 5 or 20 minutes of painstaking work to get a handful, more than an hour to get enough for service.
Later, I learned that these leaves are included in tartlets, which are sometimes served as an amuse
bouche (literally "amuse the mouth," a sort of pre-appetizer) or as an accompaniment to another dish.
At the end of the week, when I ate at the restaurant, I popped one in my mouth. It was good, but all
I could think of was the amount of time I spent cutting all those tiny leaves off the stems. Was it worth
it? Not to my American mind, but the French are obsessed with detail. The thought of increasing the
efficiency of the kitchen by omitting these little tartlets (which genuinely wouldn't be missed by most
customers) would never occur to them, and when I asked, they just shrugged their shoulders. It is this
dedication to quality, whatever the cost, that makes these restaurants so great.
Earlier in the year I had observed a more spectacular example of this obsession with detail. I had
eaten at Paul Bocuse's eponymous restaurant in Lyon, about two hours south of Paris by train, and
one of the dishes on the menu was Rouget barber en ecailles de pommes de terre croustil/antes - red
mullet with crisp potato scales. In this dish, the cooks layered tiny, thin slices of potato on a fish fillet
to give the appearance of fish scales. The taste was wonderful and the visual effect breathtaking. The
skill and the amount of work it took to duplicate the scales of the fish in potato were simply amazing.
If anyone thinks that the secret to great cuisine is the equipment, a morning in A rpege would
disabuse them of this notion. The chinois, a sort of fine sieve for straining sauces, has holes in it and
is almost falling apart. The pots are not gleaming copper, but the much more utilitarian aluminum.
But if it is important to the quality of the final result, the equipment is the best available. The stove
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delivers lots of heat in a consistent and predictable fashion, the knives are incredibly sharp and efficient,
and although the pans may be aluminum, they have thick, heavy bottoms to deliver heat evenly.
More important to the final result is the quality of the ingredients - and there is no room for
compromise. All morning, suppliers delivered goods selected especially for A rpege. I asked about
the fish, and was told that Chef Passard has worked with the same supplier for 1 5 years. Every day
before dawn the supplier goes to Rungis, the huge food distribution center in the suburbs of Paris,
selects the freshest fish that has come in overnight from all over France and Europe, then drives it
to the restaurant. In most cases, the fish is in the sea the day before it is served in the restaurant.
Everything is closely examined, and if it doesn't pass muster, it is rejected. One morning, the
ravioli squares had small dark spots in them. The supplier was called, chewed out, and one hour later
replacements were delivered to the restaurant.
Another "secret" is the importance of cooking very slowly, to give the flavors time to develop.
One of the chef's signature dishes, onions with a gratin of Parmesan and black pepper, consists of
onions cooked so slowly (sweated, in cooking parlance) that they don't color at all but simply become
velvety soft. His chicken is not roasted in the oven but cooked on each side in a casserole dish for
almost three hours. All this is designed to develop the best and most complex flavors imaginable, and
it succeeds impressively.
Chef Passard 's most famous dessert, a small tomato stuffed with a dice of apple, pears, pineapple,
raisins, nuts and 1 2 spices, is cooked all morning on the edge of the stove, constantly bathed in a rich
caramel . In the end, it becomes a complex dissertation on the tomato as fruit (which it is, horticulturally
speaking), full of rich sugars and contrasting spiciness.

round 1 2:30 we receive o u r fi rst o rd e r, a n d the pace q u i ckens. Early
i n the morning everyone was working q u ietly but eff i c i e ntly, but now
the noise level increases and people are flying around the kitchen. There is no time for questions or
instruction, and I become a spectator. Because there is so little room in the kitchen, there are only
two places I can stand and not be in the way - by the telephone or by the dishwasher. Occasionally,
I pitch in to remove steamed mussels from their shells or to whip some cream.
The kitchen crew's tolerance for heat is amazing. The meat man tends his chickens in their
casserole dishes by hand, reaching right into the pot to tum them. The vegetable man does the same,
reaching into the pan to grab a carrot, tasting it for flavor and adjusting the seasoning. All the plates
are hot, warmed under the Salamander, an open broiler that throws off waves of heat and is used for
the gratins and for finishing off the fish. I notice that almost everyone has little bum scars on the
underside of their arms or on their hands.
The waiters enter and call out the orders, which are posted on small sheets of paper held to the
wall by clips. Gunther, the chef's second in command, directs traffic, indicating what he wants, asking
how much longer for a particular dish, and preparing the plates. Just before each dish goes out, three
or four people huddle around it, dripping sauces, applying salt and giving the plate a last minute swipe
with a cloth to make sure that the edges are clean.
The finished dish is a work of art. As soon as it is ready, a waiter is summoned and the plate is
rushed out to the customer, to be delivered as quickly as possible so that it is hot from the pan.
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The pace is frenetic, with everyone dashing around the kitchen. "Chaud, chaud," cries the fish
guy as he runs with a hot plate of freshly grilled fish and pops it in the oven. Pots clang against the
stovetop as the cooks swirl the ingredients, glazing the vegetables in butter. Every few minutes I hear
the whine of the immersion blender, as each sauce is freshened into foam before being applied. On
occasion the scent of a dish reaches me and I breathe in deeply, imagining the intense flavor.
At 3:30, lunch is over and everything is cleaned up. The staff take a break until 6 and nearly
everyone leaves to get their own lunch, run errands, meet friends, perhaps even take a nap if they live
nearby.
The staffjoke about the 35-hour work week. Although officially no one is supposed to work more
than 35 hours, in reality almost everyone works from 9 in the morning until 1 2:30 or 1 a.m., with a
break mid-afternoon, five days a week. The restaurant is closed on weekends but open throughout
the year, including August. This is unusual in France, where most businesses shut down for August
while their staff take vacation.
In effect, then, the cooks work 65 hours a week, and although by law everyone is entitled to five
weeks of vacation a year, it's hard to take off that much time. Gunther, the chef's number two, has
taken off only two weeks in the last two years.
The stress and the pace make this a job for the young. Other than the chef, who is perhaps in his
late 40s, everyone is under 30. Nor do they stay at A rpege long. Gunther has been at the restaurant
for five years, but he is the exception. For the most part, no one has worked there for much more than
a year, and a typical tenure is six months to two years.

he chef, A l a i n Passa rd , was out on my f i rst d ay, but d i d a rrive o n
t h e second day a n d w a s very a ct ive i n the kitc h e n , exa m i n i n g e a c h
plate a s it went out, throwing out a suggestion here and there, and lending a helping hand when things
got really busy. On the evening of the second day, I witnessed the famous French temper.
It began with Passard being dissatisfied with the preparation of a chicken. Although it looked
beautifully browned to me, he was unhappy with the colorization and the interior texture. He yelled
at the meat guy for perhaps 10 minutes, then turned to me and in his most disgusted voice said, "He's
been here six months, cooking those chickens every day, and he still can't get them right. Six months!"
Although he didn't say it that loud, I'm sure the meat guy could hear him.
I was shocked. It would be highly unusual for a boss to publicly dress down an employee in most
American businesses, and if it were done too often, no one would work for him or her. But from what
my French friends tell me, Passard's outburst was not that unusual for France. In fact, French teachers
have a reputation for yelling at kids in school and administering punishments for minor infractions.
Some of our American friends pulled their children out of French schools for this reason. On the other
hand, the French generally have good discipline in the later grades and thus are able to focus more
on teaching than on keeping order.
Strictness in the classroom carries over into the workplace. Friends who work in French businesses
report that they are expected to run meetings with a firm hand. Instead of asking for input from their
employees, they are told to issue very explicit, direct instructions. And if the quality of the work
doesn't meet their standards, supervisors like Alain Passard aren't afraid to yell to make their point.
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The chef is also the creative force of the restaurant and a smart businessman. During my week,
he created a new dessert with cherries, in a sauce of red fruits and rhubarb, topped by a browned
sabayon, a sauce prepared by whipping eggs by hand for almost 1 5 minutes over a steam bath. He
also produced some new recipes for a firm that makes diet protein shakes - another way to get his
name before the public.

s the week d rew to a c l ose , I m et my wife for Friday l u n c h , c o u rtesy
of the resta urant. We gave the staff carte blanche to prepare a tasti ng
menu, and they outdid themselves.
They began with the little tartlets of salad that I had spent so much time cutting - an inside joke.
A simmered egg filled with whipped cream and maple syrup followed. The egg yolk was barely
cooked, like a soft-boiled egg, and I whipped it up at the table with the little spoon provided. The egg
mixed with the whipped cream and the maple syrup to form a sort of mousse, and it was heavenly.
Next, a martini glass arrived, filled with langoustine and avocado mousses on a bed of caviar, topped
with pistachio oil. Gazpacho with a dollop of mustard ice cream provided a study in contrasts, the
bite of the mustard accenting the sweetness of the tomatoes and red peppers in the gazpacho.
A few mussels followed, covered with a saffron sauce, herb sauce and sabayon. Then beetroot
with balsamic vinegar, another study in contrasts, an� langoustines, which were lightly spiced, then
pan-seared quickly and served with a simple sauce made from the pan drippings. The last main dish
was a small portion of roasted chicken, served with spring vegetables. Dessert consisted of a few thin
mint cookies to clear the palate, followed by small but very sweet strawberries in hibiscus syrup.
The week had come to an end, and I was exhausted. Five days of working from nine in the morning
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until after midnight had taken their toll. But I had realized my objectives. I knew now, beyond a
shadow of a doubt, that working in a restaurant, at least at this level, isn't for me. The hours, the
stress, the heat, the noise are too much for me at 45. But I also had an unforgettable experience and
left with an understanding of what it takes to succeed at this level: the hard work, the creativity, the
concentration and the attention to detail.
Now, whenever I eat out and see some detail that I know requires a lot of hard work in the kitchen,
1 think back to those little salad tartlets. "Snip, snip, snip" go the scissors in my mind, and I'm thankful
both that I had the experience, and that it isn't my day job.
Jim Ewe[ graduated from Furman in 1 979 with a degree in English. He and his family returned
to their home near Seattle July 3 1 .

While volunteeri ng i n an impoverished Third World region, a physician and his colleagues
rediscover the joy of a more personal approach to the practice of medicine.
B y G rat Correll

Mornings come early in the Third World.

Whoever said that roosters crow at dawn obviously was an
urbanite, and was speaking out of speculation. Practical experience
teaches that there is actually a cacophony of sounds throughout
the night in rural South America.
On this particular night it was a dog, barking incessantly just
outside the window. As our medical relief team gathers for breakfast,
the bags under our eyes offer compelling evidence of our lack of
sleep, thanks to the dog.
I begin our day with some reflections on culture shock for those
new to medical relief work, then mention the importance of developing
an appreciation for the experiences that await us on this, our first
day of clinics. "Now you understand," I say, "why in some Third
World countries, they eat dogs!"
Thus begins a typical day on a medical missions trip. Since
1 984, when I was a senior in high school, I have been involved
in medical relief work, starting first as a translator and eventually
working my way up to project director.
It was on one of these trips that I discovered a love for medicine,
which started me down the long road toward an M.D. degree. Now
in private practice in Johnson City, Ten n . , I take time each year to
bring healthcare to thousands who otherwise have no access to
doctors or dentists, and to introduce physicians from the United
States to the joy of doing this kind of work.
Healthcare in many parts of the Third World ranges from primitive
to nonexistent. Impoverished nations with failing economies and
unstable governments find it impossible to bring even basic healthcare
resources to their citizens in rural communities. It is to such places
that physicians associated with Global Health Outreach go.
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This spring, I led a group of 30 doctors, dentists and health
care professionals to Chimborazo, Ecuador, a remote Indian province
in the highlands of South America. The Quechua, descendants
of the Incas, seem little affected by the changes of the last several
centu ries, dressing in the same style and speaking the same
language as their ancestors have done for hundreds of years.
Here, most rural homesteads still have no electricity or running
water. They are plagued by tuberculosis, and in some areas the
infant mortality rate approaches 50 percent. The majority of children
who die in their first year of life do so as a result of preventable
diseases, such as dysentery, malnutrition and neonatal tetanus diseases that are virtually unknown in U.S. hospitals because of
the success of our public health initiatives. In Ecuador, however,
some healthcare problems are ubiquitous. Intestinal parasites,
for instance, are found in the bellies of all the children we examine.
Imagine the indignity of living with a 30-foot tapeworm i n you r gut,
or the horror of expelling orally an 1 8-inch roundworm.
Much of their poverty has to do with their country's economy.
In 1 984, you could purchase 20 Ecuadorian sucres for one American
dollar. By 2000, however, the exchange rate had gone from 20:1
to 25,000 : 1 . Think of a house that in 1 984 was worth $ 1 00,000
but in 2000 was worth less than $1 00, due simply to the devaluation
of the currency.
The average income of a Quechuan family is $300 to $400
a year. Many of the clinic patients have no cash, so they barter for
medical services. One day a woman wanted to trade an egg for
medical care. Consider the irony of taking an egg, a valuable source
of protein, from the mouths of your malnourished children to give
it to an American whose cholesterol is too high anyway. And yet,

Opposite page: The Global
Health Outreach team saw
patients in less than five
days. This page, left: From
the window of the pharmacy,
Grat Correll explains a pre
scription to a patient; for many
of the Quechuan children, the
relief team 's visit marks the
first time they have seen a
doctor. (Photos courtesy
of Grat Correll)
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we had to take her offering to help her save face - to maintain her
dignity and help her to feel as though she were getting a "hand up"
and not a "handout."
Another reason for the area's poverty is its isolation. This year,
our team works in a remote part of the Andes, on the side of a
mountain that is more than 20,000 feet high. The clinic is located
in a village more than two miles high. Each day brings hundreds
of patients - 3,000 in just 4 1 /2 days. Many of these people have
never seen a doctor or dentist before, and many have traveled great
distances, often on foot.
It is not unusual for someone to walk two or three days to the
clinic, spend the night outside on the ground, wait for up to 1 0 hours
to see the doctor or dentist, and then begin the long journey home
in the dark. One woman carried her 1 2-year-old son on her back
because his foot was so badly infected that he couldn't walk. Several
years ago a woman in labor walked 1 2 hours through the mountains,
arrived at our doorstep, and delivered the baby minutes later. Her
only other option was to deliver at home, where the major cause
of mortality for women is childbirth. After delivering, she and her
newborn made the 1 2-hour trek back to her village.
I n one day, physicians i n the medical clinic see more cases of
intestinal parasites, head lice, scabies and tinea (a fungal infection)
than they have seen i n their entire career. And yet some common
American medical problems - "diseases of excess" such as high
cholesterol or type I I diabetes - are not found here. The absence
of diabetes attests to the unavailabil ity of healthcare, since most
patients die at a young age when they have their first episode of
ketoacidosis (lack of insulin).
With no M R I scanners or multiple chemistry panels, the
physicians must rely on their most valuable tool - the strength
of the doctor-patient relationship and the trust that seals that bond.
Physicians who have become dependent upon the cold precision
of modern medicine once again learn the joy of the human touch.
The absence of HMO mandates, Medicare bureaucracy, and a sea
of government acronyms from CLIA to OSHA helps the physicians
remember why they entered medicine in the first place - to heal.
In many ways, this kind of experience is as therapeutic for the
doctors as it is for the patients.
While the medical clinic stays busy during the relief trips, the
dental clinic is really where the action is. Unlike in the United States,
where much of dentistry is all about aesthetics, dentistry in the Third
World can be a life-saving profession. Patients, already suffering
from malnutrition, often can't eat what little food they have because
of horribly abscessed teeth. The simple act of pulling a tooth can
mean the difference between life and death, as in the case of a
young woman who presented with two dental abscesses that had
drained to her right cheek, leaving her with two holes on the side
of her face.
Another patient comes to the dental clinic asking for an extraction.
"Which one?" asks the dentist. Typically patients point to all their
teeth, since they know that eventually they will all rot and require
extraction - and that this may be their only chance ever to see
a dentist. This time, the young boy points to only three teeth and

asks if we have anesthesia. The few dentists that work in this part
of the country don't always have anesthesia available. Luckily for
the patient, we are well stocked .
It's not uncommon for a dental team to tackle tough cases that
in the States would require pre-operative X-rays and referral to an
oral surgeon. Because of the sheer desperation of these patients'
circumstances, our dentists learn to stretch their comfort level,
because their patients have no other options. And they do it all
by flashlight, as the clinics have no electricity or running water.
The list of services provided doesn't stop at basic medical
exams and dental care. Our team's pharmacy is stocked with over
1 00,000 pills. More than 6,000 prescriptions are written , and we
dispense medicines whose cost eclipses the patients' annual income.
An optometrist fits a pastor with glasses, and for the first time
in five years the man suddenly can see well enough to read. A
physical therapist works with patients suffering from illnesses ranging
from polio to congenital deformities. Specialists, including ENTs,
dermatologists and infectious disease experts, are also on hand.
The dental triage team teaches children to use a toothbrush, does
basic dental education, and provides fluoride treatments. A van
powered by a generator enables the dentists to do fillings, and
pastors and local church leaders are on hand to provide patients
with support and counseling.
Why do I participate in these annual medical missions? For
one, I feel that ali physicians have a responsibility to those in need.
This idea used to be an integral part of the profession. Somewhere
along the way, it seems to have been forgotten.
But probably the most important reason is a deeply personal
one. There's something special that happens to you when you take
a child who is dying from malnutrition, play with him, and realize
that next year he won't be there if you don't return to the village.
That kind of experience changes your perspective on l ife. Things
that before seemed so significant ("Will there be an empty table at
the restaurant?") diminish in importance after you have seen firsthand
the poverty of the Third World.
In today's American society, we have become a horribly ego
centric people, ignorant for the most part about the daily struggles
of the majority of the world's population. Experiences like this help
to put things in proper perspective.

ay you want to ask someone to
marry you. People all over the
world do it every day. But what
is the best way to do the asking?
Some people get down on one knee,
communicating their sincerity. Some ask
via the big screen at a baseball game, pro
claiming their love to a crowd of thousands.
But few, I think, would recommend that
you type out a memo, addressed To Whom
It May Concern, Re: Marriage, and mail it
to your beloved in a number 1 0 envelope.
The medium you choose affects your
message, and a medium that is good for
one message, like a purchasing request,
is not good for another, like a proposal.
Teaching is not all that different from
proposing. It's about getting people to
listen careful ly to a message. Some ways
of teaching are more effective than others,
and often the best way depends on the
information itself. Reading a textbook
about open heart surgery is nice, but I
would hope that my surgeon has watched
a few operations before she cuts into me.
Similarly, a sonnet can express in fourteen
lines a complex message that pages and
pages of prose could only hint at, and a
small class discussion teaches more about
how to read it than all the video-taped
lectures in the world.
Several years ago, when I was teaching
the history of the English language for the
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first time, I came upon a topic that could
not be taught effectively using the conven
tional medium. The topic was the Great
Vowel Shift, which is a massive sound
change in English that took place over
a 400-year span, from approximately 1 400
to 1 800.
The Great Vowel Shift is extremely
complicated, having taken place in several
stages. It completely overhauled the vowel
system in English, and studying it helps
explain a lot of weird things about English.
Why does the letter "a" represent three
different sounds in the words "cat," "late,"
and "father"? Why doesn't the nursery
rhyme "Polly, Put the Kettle On" rhyme?
Polly, put the kettle on.
Polly, put the kettle on.
Polly, put the kettle on.
We' II all have tea.
Sukey, take it off again.
Sukey, take it off again.
Sukey, take it off again.
They've all gone away.
The Great Vowel Shift explains all this
and more, and so it's useful to reading
teachers and for analyzing literature before
1 800, as well as for cocktail party conver
sation. Most important, it's essential to
understanding the history of the language.
In teaching the GVS, I found that as

long as I had students in the classroom
with me, I could explain the sound change
to them. I could make all the sounds and,
even better, make them make all the sounds,
so that they could feel the position of their
mouths for each sound. For reinforcement,
I could draw and erase pictures on the
board, showing the changes with a diagram
of the mouth while we made the sounds.
At the end of the class period, the students
would understand the GVS.
But when they went to study by
themselves, with their notes and their
textbooks, they were completely lost 
and I couldn't blame them. The diagrams,
covered with mysterious symbols, were
mind-boggling, and without me to make
the sounds and walk them through the
steps, the explanations in the texts made
no sense. A piece of paper is not the right
medium to teach the Great Vowel Shift.
Static diagrams and text cannot effectively
explain a complicated sound change.
Ten years ago, if I were teaching the
Great Vowel Shift, I would have despaired.
Teaching the GVS requires a medium that
is interactive, allowing the students to see
and control a changing diagram, so that
they can follow the changes step-by-step.
Most important, the medium must have
sound, so that a confused student can
hear the sound changes and not have to
try to decipher the symbols on the page.

By Mel inda Menzer

Fortunately, I discovered my problem at
the very end of the 20th century, when a
new medium had just become available to
me, a medium made for interaction and
able to transmit sound and animation 
the World Wide Web.
The Great Vowel Shift Web Site was
created in response to this pedagogical
need. I needed to teach something, and
conventional ways of teaching it weren't
working.
In the summer of 2000, I participated
in the Faculty/Student Course Project Team
Program, part of the Furman and Wofford
Joint Andrew W. Mellon Project in Infor
mation Technology. With Andrea Bean,
an English major who graduated in 200 1 ,
I created the Great Vowel Shift Web S ite
(www.furman.edu/-mmenzer/gvs) during
the summer. Hayden Porter of the Furman
computer science department and Geoff
Mazeroff '01 , a computer science student,
developed the applet (which is just a mini
program) that runs the animation portion
of the site, and I programmed the applet
to produce the right sequence of images
and sounds. Bill Rogers, my departmental
colleague, helped me record the sounds
on the site.
In making the site, I tried to think about
the needs of the people who would be
visiting it. I envisioned students like my
own, undergraduates who were studying
the Great Vowel Shift as part of a course
on the history of the language or perhaps
in a Chaucer class, where they were
learning to read the original Middle English.
The center of the site is the See and
Hear page, which has the interactive ani
mation and sound that I first envisioned.
It features the standard diagram used by
linguists to describe vowel sounds a vowel trapezoid - but the diagram moves
in response to clicks on buttons, and the
correct sounds play for each part of the
change. A visitor can see and hear a par
ticular step of the GVS or, instead, see and
hear all the changes to a particular sound
over the 400-year period. Each button can
be clicked over and over, allowing people
to proceed at their own pace.
We also included a section on the GVS
and literature, with a page each for Chaucer,
Shakespeare and later writers, including
Pope, Dryden, Swift, and the anonymous
author of "Polly, Put the Kettle On." This
section offers examples of how l inguistics
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helps us understand literature and vice
versa. The Shakespeare page focuses
on puns, one in particular unsuitable for
a family audience, that only make sense
if you understand the Great Vowel Shift.
The Chaucer page focuses on the first
ten lines of the Canterbury Tales, explain
ing how the Middle English would have
sounded and describing what happened
to those sounds over time. All the pages
contain sound files, so the visitor can
hear the examples instead of just reading
about them.

F

or more advanced learners, we have
a section that allows the reader to
follow a dialogue over time, repeated
in I 00-year intervals, with the changes
represented in the sound files and in
transcriptions. The dialogue is connected
to an explanation of how each vowel
involved in the shift changed, again
with audio examples. We also include
a bibliography to lead a student to more
information, and a brief textbook-like page
with one of those static diagrams, which
make a lot more sense after you've learned
the GVS and can serve to jog the memory
of a person who already understands what
it represents.
I designed this site for students at
Furman. But the Web is free and available,
and I ' m pleased that people all over the
world are discovering it. As of July 29,
in less than two years, the site had received
24,375 hits.
My colleagues teaching at other insti
tutions tell me they use it in their classes.
The major Chaucer sites, including The
Geoffrey Chaucer Page at Harvard and the
Chaucer MetaPage at the University of
North Carolina, link to the Great Vowel
Shift site, as do many sites relating to
linguistics or history of the language.
Occasionally I get news of people
using the site in far away places. Students
in England studying for their A-level exams
write me fan e-mail . A colleague from
Furman met a professor in Belgium who
uses it in his classes, and an instructor at
the University of Turku in Finland recom
mends my site to her students. Closer to
home, the Carolina Association of Medieval
Studies recommends the site to instructors
of medieval studies.
One unexpected result of creating the
site is that people have found ways to use

it that never occurred to me while we were
putting it together. For example, Chora!Net
links to it as a source to help singers cor
rectly pronounce medieval English lyrics.
Most interesting, a fourth-grade teacher in
Canada wrote me soon after I created the
site to tell me that she uses it to teach her
students with learning disabilities. One
of the reasons that learning to read English
is so difficult is because our spelling system
was standardized in the midst of the Great
Vowel Shift. She has found it helpful
for some of her students to learn about
the GVS, which gives them a historical
explanation as to why a letter is some
times pronounced one way and sometimes
another. Recently, I went to talk to teachers
at Camperdown Academy, a Greenville
school for students with learning disabili
ties. I was fascinated by the ways that
what I do and what they do connect.
The GVS site has taken on a life of its
own and reaches far more people than
I imagined. After being featured last
December on South Carolina Public Radio
in an interview that was picked up by
National Public Radio nationwide, I
have been getting even more e-mails,
from all over.
I developed the site because I needed
the multimedia capabilities of the Web to
get my message to my students. But I
don't think every topic requires a Web site.
Many Web pages are useless because they
try to teach things that could be better
taught in some other medium. It's silly
to try to teach open-heart surgery or sonnet
reading on the Web; we have good ways
of teaching these topics already.
At Furman, we do a great job teaching
our students face-to-face, using well
organized discussions, clear lectures, care
fully designed labs and good books. I see
the Web, and the Internet as a whole, not
as a replacement for all those ways of
teaching, but as a supplement, a way of
helping us do things that we can't do well
now. The Great Vowel Shift Web Site
allows me to teach the topic in the way
it needs to be taught, so that my students
can learn it.
The author, who holds a Ph.D. from the
University of Texas, has taught English at
Furman since 1 996.

furman.edu/ "'mmenzer I gvs
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Furman reports
'Martha Simkins Rediscovered'
M artha Simkins moved from Texas t o New York City i n 1 893 to
attend the Art Students League and develop her talents as a painter.
Such a move was not typical for a young, unmarried woman
of that era, even though she was accompanied by her mother and
siblings. But Simkins was apparently no ordinary woman - or
artist.
In New York, she studied under such influential artists as
William Merritt Chase and Kenyon Cox. As her experiences and
friendships broadened, her skills, particularly for portraiture, began
to earn her considerable recognition.
Soon she was dividing her time between Dallas, Texas, New
York City, and the art colony at Woodstock, New York. She became
a member of the Pen and Brush Club, a cultural club for women,
and of the National Association of Women Painters and Sculptors.
During trips to Europe, she reported that she met and worked with
such notables as John Singer Sargent and Mary Cassatt.
Eventually her paintings began to be exhibited at leading
national and international galleries, among them the Corcoran in
Washington, D.C., the National Academy of Design and other New
York galleries, and the Paris Salon. During an era when few women
were active in the professional art world, she was establishing
herself as a highly respected artist.
But in 1 934, despite the growing acclaim, she returned to
Dallas, apparently because of family obligations. She would
live there, outside the artistic mainstream, for the rest of her life,
teaching, painting and exhibiting on a regional level.
She remained active as an artist almost until her death in 1 969
at the age of 1 03 , and her talents were well known and appreciated
in her home state. But given her success in the early part of the
20th century, the question lingers: What might have happened had
Simkins not returned to Texas but continued to work and exhibit
on the national stage?
Furman will offer a glimpse of the possibilities this fall when,
33 years after her death and 76 years after the Dallas Morning
News wrote that she "brought much distinction to the city . . .
because of the high praise she received as one of America's leading
woman portrait painters," a major retrospective of her work comes
to the Thompson Gallery in the Roe Art Building.
"Martha Simkins Rediscovered," which Furman will host
from September 16 through October 26, will feature more than 50
of the artist's portraits, figural images, still lifes and landscapes.
Bob Chance, chair of the art department, describes the exhibit as
"very important - perhaps the finest Furman has ever hosted."
After leaving Furman, the exhibit will travel to galleries in Augusta
and Marietta, Ga., before ending its tour in Irving, Texas.
It is fitting that Furman will launch the tour, because Simkins'
family has a significant connection to the university. In the early
1 800s, her grandfather, Arthur Simkins, donated the land in
Edgefield, S.C., that would become the founding site for the Furman
Academy and Theological Institution.
The show is open to the public without charge. It will feature
two receptions, one September 1 6 and another October 1 8 as part
of Homecoming Weekend. Suppo11 for the exhibit is provided by
Mary and Jim Simkins'78 (a relative of the artist's), Nancy Dew
Taylor '6 1 , Jeanne Saunders Davis '56, Roger Saunders, and by
the South Carolina Humanities Council, the Emrys Foundation

Major retrospective comes to Thompson Gallery

A portrait of Mrs. Asher D. Cohen, the mother of one
of Simkins' friends, is considered the artist's most
important work. "Still Life with Copper Pot" may
be Simkins' most accomplished still life.

and Greenville's Metropolitan Arts Council, which receives funding
from' the City of Greenville and the South Carolina Arts Commission
with support from the National Endowment for the Arts.
For more information on the exhibit, contact the Department
ofArt at (864) 294-2074.

Roman interlude

Music professor's latest prize takes him to Italy for a year

When the subject of his recent spectacular

run of success is broached, Mark Kilstofte
pauses, shrugs and then offers a carefully
measured observation:
"I am hoping," he says, "that when the
time comes, I'll have the wherewithal to
deal with some adversity."
Based on his string of "can you top
this?" accomplishments dating from 1 997,
though, the Furman professor of theory and
composition seems to be firmly ensconced
in an award-winning routine.
In the last five years, Kilstofte has:
• Received the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP) Foundation Rudolf Nissim Award
for his composition "Recurring Dreams."
• Been one of the first recipients of
the Aaron Copland Award, a residency
program that gave him the opportunity to
live and work in the home of the celebrated
American composer.
• Received a Goddard Lieberson
Fellowship, awarded by the American
Academy of Arts and Letters to "composers
of exceptional gifts." He also received a
Charles lves Scholarship from the American
Academy.
• Won the 2002 Choral Ventures pro
gram sponsored by The Dale Warland
Singers of Minneapolis, M i n n . , one of
America's finest a capella choirs. The pro
gram encourages the creation of new choral
works by talented, emerging composers.
And these are just a few high points
among the high points.
This spring, Kilstofte's success rate
took on added luster when he was one
of two American composers awarded the
prestigious Prix de Rome (Rome Prize),
which will allow him to live, work and study
in the Eternal City during the 2002-03
academic year. Among the other notable
composers who have received the honor
are Samuel Barber, Randall Thompson and
Howard Hanson.
"It's like winning the Pulitzer Prize,"
gushed one of Kilstofte's admiring col
leagues upon announcement of the news.
Sponsored by the American Academy
in Rome, a leading center for study and
research in the fine arts and h umanities,
the Rome Prize provides fellowships for
American artists and scholars i n a variety
of fields, ranging from architecture and
design to literature, humanistic studies and
the visual arts. Recipients live together in
a scholarly community at the Academy's
1 1 -acre campus atop Rome's highest hill,
the Janiculum.
Kilstofte, who plans to leave in early
September and remain until next August,
is looking forward not only to having large
blocks of time to compose, but to working
and mingling with his fellow honorees. He
says, "One of the Academy's goals is to
find people who are interested in other
disciplines and who will contribute to dis
cussions with other Rome Prize recipients."

In June, Mark Kilstofte added a personal milestone to his list of highlights
when he married Leslie Nash, principal cellist for the Greenville Symphony.

Which seems to fit perfectly with his
approach to his craft. I n Rome, one of his
major projects will be the completion of
a symphony which, he says, will play off an
Orpheus myth and the writings of Dante.
(He told one reporter, "When you're 40
years old you read Dante.") His composition
for the Warland Singers, titled "Being," is a
setting of the poem "As Kingfishers Catch
Fire" by Gerard Manley Hopkins, upon
whose work Kilstofte also based a piece
to commemorate Furman's 1 75th anni
versary. The poems of Walt Whitman and
John Milton have inspired selections in the
Kilstofte canon as wel l .
A native o f Minnesota, Kilstofte grew
up in a musical family. His parents were
amateur musicians, he says, and he and
his sister, Anne, were expected from a
young age to take up an instrument.
Kilstofte's choice was the piano and, later,
the French horn. He also sang in the choir
of a Lutheran church, where Anne played
the organ, and today he says his baritone
voice is his "main instrument."
The early musical influences obviously
took. Anne is a composer and music
educator in Mi nneapolis. Her brother
earned his undergraduate degree from
St. Olaf College and his doctorate from
the University of Michigan.
In 1 992, Kilstofte was invited to join the
Furman faculty as professor of theory and
composition - to replace the legendary
Charlotte Smith.
"I knew I had some big shoes to fill,"
says Kilstofte, "and I felt a tremendous
amount of responsibility to continue to pro
vide the same kind of instruction to students.
In this position, I teach virtually every music
student before they graduate, so there's
a definite sense of responsibility for their
musical training."

It didn't take him long to settle in, and
he has found Furman to be a good fit. The
university's support and encouragement
help him strike a balance between teaching
and composing, and he finds the dual roles
to be highly complementary.
"As a composer, I learn so much about
the craft and about other music from my
teaching," he says. "It has truly benefited
my creative side. Conversely, the creative
work I put into composing injects enthusiasm
into my teaching.
"The more I learn about how to put
music together, the more effective my
teaching is. And as long as my work as
a teacher and composer is well balanced,
I feel content."
Besides focusing on his symphony,
which he began in 1 998, Kilstofte expects
to use his time in Rome to write the libretto
for an opera and to complete his com
mission for the Warland Singers.
But will Rome provide Kilstofte the one
thing he will no doubt miss most about
Furman - a competitive basketball game?
A mainstay of Furman's faculty-staff
noontime hoops crowd since his arrival
on campus, Kilstofte credits rediscovering
the sport with pulling him through a difficult
period in the early nineties, when the com
bination of completing his doctorate at
Michigan and teaching full time (and
commuting) to Wayne State U niversity
left his blood pressure high and his state
of mind fragile. Exercise, and particularly
a basketball group at Michigan, relieved
the stress and helped restore his health.
"It's something I'll surely miss," he says.
"I'll have to see what kind of European
league they have."
- J im Stewart
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Furman reports
Sociology, economics and business professors step down
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Technology,
research hallmarks
of Cover's tenure

Financial concerns?
Cunningham's
the man to call

The story goes that Dan Cover
was born with a calculator in
one hand and a Palm Pilot in
the other. I am reasonably sure
that this story is not true.
For one thing, Palm Pilots
had not been invented when
Dan was born, and calculators
at the time took the forn1 of beads on wire. So although his former
students may not believe it, Dan was not born a statistician and
computer advocate.
His life's journey actually began in sunny California where,
by his own admission, he was first attracted to the beach, fast cars
and tennis. At a young age, however, he realized that these pursuits
were unlikely to lead to any kind of paying career.
So he started down an educational path that eventually led him
to a Ph.D. in sociology from the University of Cincinnati. After
spending a few years at the University of Wisconsin at Whitewater
honing his teaching skills, he began a 3 1 -year career at Furman 
a career that ended this spring with his retirement.
At Furman, Dan's teaching interests increasingly focused on
social research. While some may consider statistics courses to be
dry and intimidating, Dan has always appreciated their practical
importance and logical nature. As he practiced the art of Chi
Square, many a student became enlightened.
He also implemented the senior research seminar, which
required student-designed research projects that took a year to
complete. Through Dan's guidance, the quality of these projects
was often recognized beyond Furn1an. In fact, "Cover's Posse,"
as the students sometimes called themselves, frequently captured
awards at regional and national conferences. Some of the students
published their work in refereed journals and went on to use these
projects as templates for their master's thesis.
Dan's interests include not only research but the application
of computer technology to teaching. He has made frequent
presentations at professional meetings, and his innovative text,
Sociological Investigations, was the first to use computer technology
to conduct social experiments in the classroom. The book received
the American Sociological Association 's 1 996 award for "most
outstanding contribution to computing in sociology instruction."
He also authored the second edition of the ASA's monograph
Software and Society ( 1 998). In addition to serving as chair of the
Furman sociology department for a decade, he is a past president
of both the South Carolina Sociological Association and the National
Council of State Sociological Associations.
In anticipation of retirement, Dan and his wife, Elta, have
purchased some "wheel estate" which they plan to use to research
North America. They are not certain what the future holds, but
Dan says they would like to travel in the "fiver" (a Hitchhiker fifth
wheel) and become "Roads Scholars." We in the sociology
department eagerly await his Kuraultian reports from the road.

When I interviewed at Fum1an
for a teaching position in 1 983,
I was most interested in
meeting Dixon Cunningham,
the senior finance professor in
the Department of Economics
and Business Administration.
But because Dixon was in
England on sabbatical, it would be a year before we met.
Last fall, when I became the senior finance professor at Funnan,
Dixon was in England, teaching in the study abroad program one
last time before he retired at the end of the term. In between those
trips, I came to appreciate Dixon's contributions to the department,
his students, his family and his community.
Dixon, who earned his undergraduate degree from Erskine
College, went on to the University of South Carolina for his M.B.A.
and then to the University of Virginia for the Doctor of Business
Administration. He also taught at Presbyterian College and served
a year as a research associate at the Federal Reserve Bank of
Richmond, Ya. He taught at Georgia State University for six years
before joining the Furman faculty in 1 976.
One of my first memories as a new faculty member is driving
to the Cunninghams' house for a departmental baby shower that
Dixon and Dody were hosting. This was one of many gatherings
held by the department over the years to welcome new babies,
new faculty or new spouses into the EBA family. Dixon and Dody
were always supportive of new arrivals of any age, and Dixon was
always available for students and faculty who had a serious question
about academic or personal financial matters.
Long before engaged learning was coined as a theme for
Furman, Dixon persuaded the administration and trustees to set
aside $ 1 00,000 of endowment money to be managed by a student
run Investment Club. The Investment Club serves as a laboratory
for students, and during Dixon's term as the advisor its assets grew
to more than $350,000. The club's approach, like Dixon, has been
fairly conservative, and recent events have shown students the
wisdom of the large cash position the fund built in the years just
before Dixon's retirement. In short, students discovered that "old
school" is not always "old hat."
And then there's Dixon 's love for gardens. He is known for
producing bountiful crops of vegetables each summer on Furman's
community garden plots located outside the back gate.
In retirement, Dixon and Dody are leaving their home near
the campus for a place in downtown Greenville, near Cleveland
Park. This will put them closer to their activities at First Presbyterian
Church - and coincidentally, closer to a couple of their grand
chilqren. Dixon, a certified financial planner, will continue to
serve as a financial advisor and personal portfolio manager.
Students, new faculty, vegetables, portfolios, church, children,
grandchildren - a good way to sum up Dixon's approach to life
is that he likes to help· things grow.

- Paul Kooistra '74

- Bruce Brown

Associate Professor of Sociology

Associate Professor of Economics and Business Administration

BOO K MARKS
Each issue of Furman magazine includes
brief reviews of books written by
Furman faculty and alumni, as well as
reviews of books recommended by
faculty and staff as "good reads."

are m ostly i ncom prehensible.

poets with a national followi n g .

Most moving is learning of the

The poem, w h i c h is written i n a

s u p port that colleagues gave to

Midland dialect of Middle English,

Nash throug hout the decades of

has been called "the Mount Everest

his i llness, which culmi nated in

of textual criticism in Engli s h . "

their lobbying for his Nobel

One reaso n : there a re th ree

nomi nation. The love of his wife,

versions. In addition, there

Alicia, although important, doesn't

are 54 su rvivi ng man uscripts,

take the central role it did in the

no two of them alike. The book

Oscar-wi n ning movie based on the

would be of particular i nterest

book.

to medievalists, to scholars of

- Sofia Kearns, Spanish

any discipline i nterested in the
reflections of a medieval i ntellec

RECOMMENDED
Eric Sch losser, Fast Food Nation:
The Dark Side of the All-American
Meal ( H o ughton Miffli n , 200 1 ) .
You may never eat a B i g Mac
again after reading this fascinating

Furman selected Fast Food
Nation as this s u m mer's required
book for fre s h m a n rea ding. All
enteri n g students will discuss it
during a n Orientation Week
luncheon i n Septe m be r. We're
considering a vegetaria n m e n u !

- Judith Bainbridge,

expose of the fast food i n dustry.

English

A combi nation of i n vestigative
journ a li s m , absorbing history,
penetrati ng economic analysis and
political deal- making, the book
began as an article i n Rolling
Stone. Schlosser follows the
tradition of muckraking journalism
made famous by U pton Sin clair's
1906 classic The Jungle, and he
clea rly understands the line
between profit and greed,
efficiency and exploitation.
He bolsters his a rg u ment with
55 pages of notes, six pages of
bibliography and detailed personal
i nvestigation.

By discussing

s u bjects ra nging from flavor
additives (ever wonder why
McDonald's French fries taste
so good?) to pre-packaging,
slaughterhouse techniques a n d
mad c o w di sease, a n d i n cludi ng
profiles of fast food fo unders and
illumi nating accou nts of the
g rowth of the fast food landscape,
he provides, i n the words of one
reviewer, "something tou g h to
chew o n . "

Sylvia Nasar, A Beautiful Mind
(Si mon & Schuster, 1 9 98). When
reading this book, I kept wonder
ing: Why read about an individual
who beh aved like such a jerk?
But the story of mathematician
J o h n Nash, who won the 1 9 94
Nobel Prize in economics, is
nevertheless worth readi n g .
Nasar's thorough research, which
included i nterviewing hu ndreds of
Nas h's acquaintances, results i n
a compelling picture of this genius
afflicted with schizophrenia, a n d
o f certain American and European
institutions. For exam p le, we learn
fascinating details of the workings
of the RAN D Corporation i n the
1 9 50s, and of the politics
associated with the Nobel Prize
nomi nations. For non-math people
this book attempts to explain
Nash's Game Theory and its
applications i n economics,
although despite Nasar's best
efforts the mathematical formulas

A name for the mal l
One of the most distinctive and beautiful areas of the Furman
campus, the tree-lined mall that runs along the north-south
axis from the fountains at the front entrance to the Lay
Physical Activities Center, has been officially named Furman
Mall in honor of two members of the university 's founding
family, Alester G. Furman III and his wife, Mary Simms
Oliphant Furman '39. At dedication ceremonies April 30,
the Furmans were honored for their service, leadership and
generosity, traits that are in keeping with the family 's ongoing
commitment and devotion to the university that bears its
name. A lester Furman Ill is a leading Greenville businessman,
longtime trustee and former chair of the board. Mary Simms
Furman and her mother, noted historian Mary Simms Oliphant,
co-authored two textbooks on South Carolina history.

FROM AN ALUMNUS

tual, and to those with an interest
in Langla n d a n d in 14th-century

Edward H a m mett '78, Reframing

literature.
Rogers, Ben nette E. Geer

Spiritual Formation: Discipleship
in an Unchurched Culture (Smyth

Professor of Literature, has taught

& Helwys, 2002). This is the third

at Furma n since 1 9 74.

book by Ham mett, who is leader
ship and discipleship consultant

A. Scott Henderson, editor/

for the Ba ptist State Convention

a n notator, Power and the Public

of North Caroli n a . According to

Interest: The Memoirs of Joseph

the publisher, it "provides practical

C. Swidler ( U n iversity of Ten nes

sug gestions for c h u rch leaders

see, 2002). The p ublisher

as to how to attract, assimi late,

describes Swidler as "one of

disciple a n d deploy persons who

the last New Dea lers, part of

might not fi nd their place in many

a generation of talented profes

traditional church programs and

sionals who devoted their energies

mi nistries." Hammett's main focus

to serving p u b lic, not p rivate,

"is on facilitative questions and

i nterests. In a career spanning

practical ideas for discipling the

six decades, he helped craft a n d

churched and the unchurched who

admi nister t h e nation's e nergy

are seeking g rounding a n d

policy while witnessing most of

m e a n i n g i n t h i s rapidly changing

the signal events of the modern

world."

age." The memoir features insights
on the leading people a n d events

FROM FACULTY

of the 20th century, ranging from
Presidents J o h nson a n d Kennedy

William E. Rogers, Interpretation

to the Depression and the Cold

in Piers Plowman (Catholic

War.

University of America, 200 2 ) .

Henderson is assistant

T h e publisher describes this book

professor of education at Furm a n

as the most thorough study

a n d the author o f Housing and the

available of the interpretive theory

Democratic Ideal: The Life and

i m p lied in William Langland's

Thought of Charles Abrams.

classic 14th-century poem, which
made La ngland, a conte m pora ry
of Chaucer, one of the first English

Furman reports

2002 Commencement ceremony touched by tragedies
The joy that typically accompanies Furman's
annual Commencement was tempered this
year by the deaths of two students.
A few days before the June 1 ceremony,
junior Christopher Cahill was killed in an
automobile accident outside the front
entrance to the campus. Two other students
were injured in the accident, one seriously,
and the flag in front of the Lay Physical
Activities Center h ung at half staff
throughout the remainder of the week.
Only a few weeks earlier, on May 9,
William Meier '01 died after a long battle
with cancer. Meier and Cahill were both
members of Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Diagnosed with the disease in August
2000, Meier continued to take courses at
Furman despite undergoing aggressive
experimental treatments and was just a few
courses short of completing h is degree in
political science. A popular student known
for his sunny outlook, he was voted one of
1 0 outstanding seniors in the Class of 2001 .
In April , the university awarded him an
honorary Bachelor of Liberal Studies degree.
The tragedies led to a somewhat
subdued Commencement, but the event
did provide a welcome opportunity for the
university community to find solace and
comfort in the routine and familiar.
Peter John Gomes, one of America's
most distinguished preachers, helped
improve the mood with an address that
was both humorous and thought-provoking.
Gomes, an American Baptist minister, is
the Plummer Professor of Christian Morals
and Pusey Minister in the Memorial Church
at Harvard U niversity.
He told the graduates that, if nothing
else, he hoped that they would learn from
their failures, discover ways to develop their
imaginations, and find serenity.
"Most of you will know more failure than
success," he said. "Failure shows us what
remains to be done, what unfinished tasks
summon up our resources. I hope you will
be wisely tutored by your failures."
Second, he said, "Seek opportunities
to exercise your imaginations, to engage
in the precious act of contemplation. If you
think the unimaginable and give license to
your imagination, you will find that life will
be infinitely more i nteresting."
Finally, Gomes entreated the graduates
to "embrace a solid center of serenity,"
a trait that will help them cope with outer
turmoil. "The test of inner strength will be
the proof mark of your generation," he said.
"A center of serenity is perhaps the best
thing anyone could wish for you. It is a
precious thing."
Furman awarded Gomes an honorary
Doctor of Divinity degree. Receiving the

Honorary degree recipient Peter John
Gomes delivers the Commencement
address; the Class of
takes the
ceremonial walk down Furman Mall
toward Paladin Stadium; student honorees,
from left, L uke Chuang, Craig Caldwell,
Hal Frampton and Adair Ford.

2002

same honor was James M . Dunn, president
of the Baptist Joint Committee on Public
Affairs endowment and former executive
director of the group. Based in Washington,
D . C . , the organization works to promote
religious liberty and separation of church
and state. Mary Peace Sterling of Green
ville, a former Furman trustee and major
university benefactor, received a Doctor
of Humanities degree.
Four graduates earned top honors.
The Scholarship Cup for highest academic
average went to Craig Hawley Caldwell I l l ,
a history major from Bristol, Tenn., and Jer
Chin Chuang, a mathematics-computer
science major from Metairie, La. General
Excellence awards, presented by the faculty
to the outstanding senior man and woman,

went to Adair Eileen Ford of Williston, S.C.,
a summa cum laude g raduate i n mathe
matics, and Henry Wilkins Frampton IV
of Charleston, S.C., a summa cum laude
graduate in u rban studies/political science
and mathematics-economics.
The Alester G. Furman, Jr., and Janie
Earle Furman Award for Meritorious
Teaching went to Linda Anne Julian,
professor of English, and Aristide Francis
Tessitore, associate professor of political
science. Alan Scott Henderson, assistant
professor of education, and Margaret Jane
Oakes, assistant professor of English,
received the Alester G. Furman, J r. , and
Janie Earle Furman Award for Meritorious
Advising.

Award winners
Once again this spring, Furman
undergraduates struck gold in national
scholarship competitions.
Monica Bell, a rising senior from
Anderson, S.C., was one of 64 college
students across the nation to earn a Harry
S Truman Scholarship, which is awarded
annually to students who have excelled
academically and are committed to careers
in public service. The Truman Scholarship
is worth $30,000 - $3,000 for the senior
year and $27,000 for graduate study.
Joining Bell in winning major honors
were two chemistry majors, rising juniors
Sarah Klapman of Hixson, Tenn., and
Michelle Stewart of Atlanta, Ga. Both
were among 309 sophomores and juniors
nationwide selected to receive Barry M.
Goldwater Scholarships, which are de
signed to encourage students to pursue
careers in the fields of mathematics,
the natural sciences and engineering.
Goldwater awards cover the cost of tuition,
fees, books, and room and board up to
a maximum of $7,500 per year.
A double major in political science
and sociology, Bell plans to attend law
school (Georgetown and Emory are the
current frontrunners) and eventually work
in public service law. "I don't see myself
in private practice," she says. ''I'm more
interested in constitutional issues and in
working with the poor and disenfran
chised." In addition, she may pursue a
master's degree in social work or another
area of sociology.
She has already gained solid experience
in the legal arena, having interned with
The Center for Voting and Democracy in
Washington, D.C., and with the Legal
Services Agency of Western Carolina in
her hometown. She also attended the first
Democracy Summer Youth Electoral
Reform Conference in Tal lahassee, Fla.,
last summer.

Furman students earn Truman, Goldwater scholarships

Bell

Klapman

Goldwater recipients Klapman and
Stewart were both attracted to Furman by
the chemistry program, and both have taken
advantage of their interest in research
during their Furman years.
Last summer, Klapman worked with
chemistry professor Tim Hanks on the
"Chameleon Fiber" project, which focused
on how and why certain molecules changed
color in response to external stimuli. The
project has potential implications for the
textile industry. This summer, her research
centered on an analysis of LED displays
in such items as watches or cell phones.
Klapman, who entered Furman with
36 hours of Advanced Placement credit,
says she never had any doubt that she
would major in chemistry. But she didn't
take her first college chemistry class until
spring term of her freshman year, prefer
ring, she says, to "take classes in other
areas and satisfy some General Education
credits, so that I could focus better on
chemistry." She may finish the course
work in her major by the end of her junior
year, she says, which would offer oppor
tunities to take a broader array of classes
her senior year and perhaps to study abroad.
Stewart hopes to earn a Ph.D. in
medicinal chemistry. She spent last
summer conducting research at Emory

Stewart

University, studying the relationship
between plaque (or cholesterol), which
causes blood clots, and nitric oxide, which
helps to prevent clots. This year she has
worked as a research assistant with Moses
Lee of Furman's chemistry department,
helping to develop a new class of
compounds capable of reacting with
specific DNA sequences.
Active in Furman's Outdoors Club,
Stewart is an avid rock climber who worked
during the school year as a bel ayer for
Fum1an 's new indoor climbing wall, located
in the Lay Physical Activities Center. She
even went so far as to build her own
climbing wall in her on-campus apartment.
"It was about eight feet by eight feet
- very intricately designed," she says
matter-of-factly. "We even had a crash pad
and mattresses underneath." While the
wall was a source of amusement to her
friends and guests, she admits that it did
little to endear her to her neighbors
downstairs.
Klapman and Stewart bring to 1 3 the
number of Goldwater Scholars produced
by the university. Bell is Furman's 1 7th
Truman Scholar.
- Jim Stewart

Furman names Ri ley, six others to serve on board of trustees
R ichard W. Riley '54, U.S. Secretary of
Education in the Clinton administration and
a former two-term governor of South
Carolina, was one of seven people elected
to the Furman board of trustees at the
group's spring meeting.
Riley, a Greenville resident, is a senior
partner with the law firm of Nelson Mullins
Riley & Scarborough. He is one of six
Furman graduates among the new
members, three of whom - Larry D.
Estridge '66, H . Neel Hipp ' 7 3 and William
B . Howes '59 - have served previously as
trustees.
Estridge is an attorney with Womble
Carlyle Sandridge & Rice in Greenville.
Hipp is chair of the board of Liberty Life

Insurance Company in Greenville, and
Howes, who lives in Flat Rock, N . C . , is the
retired chair and chief executive officer of
I nland Container Corporation.
Joining Riley i n their first terms on the
board are Stanford Jennings '84, Carl Kohrt
'65 and Kathleen Crum McKinney.
Jennings, a former running back and
special teams player with the Cincinnati
Bengals and Tampa Bay Buccaneers of the
National Football League, lives in Atlanta,
Ga., and is the Southeast regional sales
manager for New Balance Athletic Shoe,
Inc. Kohrt, formerly a leading executive
with Eastman Kodak, is president and chief
executive officer of Battelle, a research
and development firm headquartered i n

Columbus, Ohio. McKinney, a past chair
of the Furman Advisory Council , is an
attorney with Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd,
P.A., of Greenville.
Ralph Hendricks, president of
Hendricks Properties of Simpsonville, S.C.,
and William R. Timmons, chair of Canal
Insurance Company of Greenville, were
named emeriti trustees.
The board also recognized the con
tributions of four members who completed
their terms of service at the end of June:
outgoing chair John C . Cothran '54 of
Greenville, Lillian Brock Flemming '71 of
Greenville, Jack Guynn of Atlanta, Ga. , and
James L. Hamrick '50 of Spartanburg, S.C.
31

Furman campaign
Time to step up and be counted as campaign enters final months
The Furman faithful should be proud of
the lasting improvements they have made
in the university through the Forever
Furman campaign. These improvements
include:
• More than 70 new, endowed
scholarships, plus hundreds of enhanced
scholarships, all of which add up to more
than $ 1 4.5 million in gifts. These scholar
ships are providing more and more
deserving students the opportunity to
benefit from a Furman education.
• Seven new endowed faculty chairs,
which help to ensure that today's students
and tomorrow's will continue to have the
opportunity to work, study and conduct
research with outstanding teachers and
scholars.
• Construction or renovation of six
buildings - including Herman N . Hipp
Hall, the James B. Duke Library, John E.
Johns Hall and, in the near future, James
C. Furman Hall - which will bring Furman
facilities closer to fully meeting the needs
of the university's first-rate faculty and
students.
• Substantial growth in endowment

and planned gifts, which will support the
university's future development.
• Engaged learning opportunities,
provided through such programs as the
Francis Hipp internships, the Christian A.
Johnson Center for Engaged Learning, the
Lilly Center for the Theological Exploration
of Vocation, and the Richard W. Riley
Institute of Government, Politics and Public
Leadership, among others. These programs
enhance Furman's academic mission while
providing expanded opportunities for
involvement in university activities among
members of the local community and
beyond.
Now, as the campaign heads toward
its conclusion on December 3 1 , what more
is needed?
Gordon Herring '66, chair of the
campaign executive committee, says,
"We have several projects that still require
funding. Once completed, they will bring
Furman into the forefront of American
higher education."
Those projects, and the funds needed,
include:
• $ 1 .8 million to complete the $25

million expansion and renovation of the
James B. Duke Library.
• $900,000 to provide offices and
classrooms in Herman N. Hipp Hall.
• $2 million to complete funding for
construction, furnishing and endowment
of the Younts Conference Center, to be
built on the south end of the campus near
Cherrydale and Timmons Arena.
• $380,000 to name classrooms and
other spaces in the Bryan Center for
Military Science.
H. Nee! Hipp '73, chair of the national
campaign committee, points out that all
. pledges made by December 3 1 count
· toward the campaign, although pledge
payments may go on for five years.
"We are calling on every person who
believes in Furman's mission to step up
this fall," he says. "There remain many
creative ways for alumni and friends to
participate."
- Don Lineback
Vice President for Development
To contribute to the Forever Furman
campaign, call (864) 294-2475 or e-mail
campaign @furman. edu.

Paladin Club launches 'Mission for a M i l l ion'
The Paladin Club, the fund-raising arm for athletic scholarships
at Furman, enjoyed a banner year in 2001 -02.
The organization's theme for the year was "Join Us and
Be Counted," and the response was impressive. Membership
rose from 1 ,205 to 1 ,440, and contributions jumped 1 0.5
percent to more than $971 ,000.
"It is heartwarming to see our loyal donors continue
to invest in the greatest product Furman has to offer - its
students," says Ken Pettus, director of the Paladin Club.
"I think they realize the character these young men and
women display, and because of that, they are willing to give
generously."
Aside from the growth in membership, Pettus points out
that a number of new, endowed scholarships were established
and that attendance at Paladin Club-sponsored events
continues to rise. For those reasons, he is optimistic
about the possibilities for the new year.
The theme for 2002-03 is "Mission for a Million," as
the organization strives to reach its goal of $1 million for
the athletic program. Based on last year's results, Pettus
says he is "confident that loyal Paladin alumni and friends
will meet the challenge during the 2002-03 campaign."

To help kick off the new year, the Paladin Club sponsored
a special program August 1 0- for women only. "Breakfast
with Bobby," held in Timmons Arena, featured football coach
Bobby Lamb and his staff. The coaches offered a chalk talk,
demonstrated plays, showed game footage and took the
crowd on a backstage tour of the university's athletic facilities,
including the weight room and locker room.
" Breakfast with Bobby" is just one example of the
entertaining and innovative programs available to those
associated with the Paladin Club. Members enjoy many other
perks, including priority parking and reserved seating for
home football and basketball games (based on their donor
levels). They may take part in club-sponsored trips to away
games and are invited to halftime drop-ins during football
home games and special pre-game festivities before most
home basketball games. Members also receive the FLASH,
a quarterly- newsletter that bills itself as the inside source
for Furman athletics.
Those interested in joining the Paladin Club should call
Pettus at

1-800-787-7535 or (864) 294-3469, or contact

the office by e-mail at paladin.club@furman.edu.

Furman once again
reaches 50 percent
in alumni giving

GWC memories spur support for university
D uring the 1 920s, the Greenville Woman's
College was an exciting place to be a

To say that the 2001 -02 year was a difficult
one for fund-raisers is an enormous under
statement!
Given the i mpact of world events and
the shaky state of the economy, all colleges
and universities faced major financial
hurdles during the past year.
But Furman alumni stepped forward
once again and showed their true colors
by supporting alma mater for the fifth con
secutive year at more than 50 percent
participation.
When the university's fiscal year ended
June 30, 50.64 percent of alumni had made
unrestricted gifts totaling more than
$1 ,854,000. Both the Richard Furman
Society (donors of $ 1 0,000 or more annu
ally) , under the leadership of Jim '64 and
Carol Nichols '67 Ney, and the Founders
Circle (donors of $5,000-9,999 annually),
led by Les Hudson '6 1 , reached record
memberships this year.
No doubt the key factor in the success
of the Furman Fund was "Charlie's
Challenge." Mary Peace Sterling, a
former trustee, issued the challenge last
fall , saying that for each of the first 1 0,000
alumni donors to the university during the
200 1 -2002 fiscal year, she would donate
an additional $ 1 00 toward construction
of the Charlie Peace Wing of the James B.
Duke Library. Mrs. Sterling provided the
funds to build the new wing, which is named
for her father.
Alumni responded to the challenge,
raising the full total of $1 million in challenge
funds for the library.
Aided by such outstanding efforts,
the Furman Fund will continue to provide
support for scholarships, academic facilities,
teaching technology and day-to-day
activities. The high percentage of alumni
participation is clear evidence of the Furman
family's desire to see the university reach
its full potential .
While all colleges have their "fair
weather friends," Furman is blessed with
a treasure trove of "all weather friends"
whose encouragement and support are
inspirational. Those of us who work all year
to raise the funds to enhance the strategic
initiatives of the university want to express
our heartfelt gratitude to all participants
in the Furman Fund for their unwavering
loyalty.
Furman students enjoy one of the finest
educational experiences available. This
is only possible because of the ongoing
support of alumni and friends. On behalf
of the many beneficiaries of your generosity,
please accept a heartfelt THANK YOU !
- Phil Howard
Director, Furman Fund

student.
Under the leadership of President

Within the past year, three alumnae
from the 1 920s- Theo Flowers Windham
'29, Frances White Smith '26 and Elizabeth
White Bailey '20- have shown their loyalty

David Ramsey, who was deeply committed

to GWC by including Furman as a major

to the education of women, the school
improved its facilities, strengthened its

beneficiary of their estates. The combined
total of their gifts exceeds $2 million. The

academic reputation and increased the size
of its library collection. At the same time,

Bailey and Smith gifts go toward scholar
ship support, and the Windham gift is being

GWC launched an effort to pay higher
salaries to the female staff and faculty

used to name the education department
suite in Herman N. Hipp Hall, Furman's

and sought to appoint a woman to the

new academic building.

board of trustees. Students were no longer

These alumnae were obviously proud

required to wear uniforms and could attend

of GWC and of Furman. With the help of

Furman football games without a chap

their generous bequests, the Furman

erone (as long as they were in groups of

tradition of providing a top quality liberal

three).

arts education will continue for generations

By today's standards, the students

to come.
- Betsy Moseley '74

at GWC led a highly organized and re

Director, Planned Giving

stricted life of stu dy, exercise, worship
services and social events. However, it
is clear that they were also exposed to new
ideas, famous speakers and the joys of the
fine arts.
Alumnae from this era remember their
college careers with great fondness and

For information on including Furman
in your estate plans, contact the Office
of Planned Giving at (864) 294-3461
or visit the Web at www. furman.edu/
plannedgiving.

love for their alma mater, which coordinated
with Furman in the 1 930s.

First recipient of Mlecko scholarship named
When it came time for the Class of 2001

she is the vice presi dent of business for

to select a cause for its gift to the university,

the Student League for Black Culture
and works as a mentor in such programs

there was little debate.
The class chose to endow a scholar

as Upward Bound and Legacy Peer.

Mlecko of Pittsburgh, Pa., who was killed

Yendelela's strong academic record
and compassion for children reflect the

in an automobile accident during the fall
of her junior year. Mary was a popular

i deals that Mary Mlecko embodied. She
says, "I was a freshman when the accident

ship in memory of a classmate, Mary

member of the class who had touched

occurred, and I remember Mary. I am

many lives on campus and through her

honored to be chosen for this award.

work with children at the local YMCA.
For those reasons, her classmates chose

"My parents have three children in
college now, and scholarship money is

to have her name forever linked with

critical to my family. I am so grateful to

Furman through a scholarship, and at their

have a chance to be at Furman, and I will

graduation they presented the university

always be thankful to those who supported

with a check for more than $52,000 to

this very special scholarship."
- Judy Wilson

support the fund.
Thanks to the generosity of the Class

Director, Parents Programs

of '01 , Yendelela Neely '03 of Laurens, S.C.,
To contribute to the Mary Mlecko Memorial

has been named the first recipient of the
Mary Mlecko Memorial Scholarship. A

Scholarship, ca/1 1-800-787-7534 or write

political science and history double major,

judy. wilson@furman.edu.

she is a member of Pi Sigma Alpha and
serves on the Orientation staff. In addition,
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Queens of the Ki I I

Simon, Bush form dynamic Furman volleyball duo

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary

lists eight definitions for the word "kill." Most
of them could be used to describe the play
of senior volleyball players Abby Simon and
Laura Bush :
"Put an end to."
"Defeat, veto."
"Mark for omission."
"Cause extreme pain to. "
The most pertinent definition, however,
is "to hit a ball so hard that a return is
impossible."
Simon and Bush are Queens of the Kill
and are among the most decorated Furman
athletes to spike or dig a volleyball . Both
are three-year starters, two-time all-Southern
Conference players and returning co
captains from the 2001 squad that finished
1 6- 1 2, 1 2-8 in league play.
They're also moving up the ranks in the
Furman record books.
Entering the 2002 season Simon has
1 ,099 kills to stand sixth all-time at Furman.
Tammy Kerr '96 holds the career record
with 1 ,71 4, fol lowed by Janine Turner '87
with 1 ,258. Bush, tied for 1 Oth in kills with
966, also ranks 1 Oth in blocks and ninth in
block assists ( 1 96).
Their accomplishments are not limited
to the court, either. Both Simon, a political
science major, and Bush, a history major,
sport grade-point averages over 3.5 and
are making plans to attend law school next
year.
"They are model student-athletes," says
volleyball coach Michelle Young .
Although Simon and Bush have
garnered many of the same accolades, their
playing styles are dramatically different.
Simon, known for her speed and quickness,
is a powerful finisher, a soaring spiker. She
is also the more animated of the two. Often
screaming, pumping her fist and high-fiving
her teammates after good plays, she is the
adrenaline that drives the team.
Bush steers it. Known for her quiet,
steely determination, she keeps her
emotions in check. The tallest member of
the team at 6-0, she is a defensive stopper.
She has the highest vertical leap (27 inches)
on the squad and led the team last year
with 72 blocks.
"Bush is even-keel. She's very positive,
a steady influence," says Simon.

A top student, outside hitter Abby Simon
was named to the first-team academic
All-District Ill squad last fall.

Middle blocker Laura Bush was a three
sport standout in high school, where
she also played basketball and ran track.

"Abby is the excitable one," says Bush .
"But we play well together," they quickly
add in unison.
As high school seniors, both were
recruited to Furman by former coach
Cole Tallman. A native of Johnson City,
Tenn., Bush was a volleyball star at Sullivan
South High School, which has produced
several other Furman players. Simon,
who is originally from Ohio, is a graduate
of Greenville's Christ Church Episcopal
School , which won the state Class A
championship her senior year.
By the time they arrived on campus in
the fall of 1 999, Furman had a new coach,
Keylor Chan, and several veteran players
had quit the team. Chan, a former assistant
at Northwestern, coached the Paladins to
an 1 8-1 5 record ( 1 3-7 in the league) in 1 999
before returning to Northwestern as head
coach.
Young, a volleyball standout during her
student days at Clemson, moved u p from
the assistant's position to take over the
program. She led the team to an 1 8- 1 7

record and a 1 5-5 conference mark in
2000.
While the 2001 squad posted a winning
record, Bush and Simon agree that the
results were disappointing, considering that
all six starters returned and that the team
had such a strong league record the
previous season. Injuries were a major
factor; at one point the team was able to
dress only nine players, instead of the
normal 1 3 or 1 4.
"Last year we started really strong and
picked up some great wins," says Young.
"But then injuries hit us and we lost a lot of
steam."
For 2002 the Queens of the Kill lead a
group of five returning starters, and hopes
are high. Now that they've collected their
share of individual honors, they're ready to
pursue one that has eluded them - a
Southern Conference championship.
- John Roberts

Different strokes
Paladin tennis stars earn All-America recognition

By their own admission, Furman roommates
John Chesworth and James Cameron
couldn't be more different.
For starters, they grew up in different
countries - Chesworth in England and
Cameron in Zimbabwe. Cameron is neat
and highly organized ; C hesworth favors a
more cluttered existence. They say that if
you visited their North Village apartment,
you would have no trouble discerning
exactly where Cameron's half of the room
ends and Chesworth's begins.
Cameron is also as good a student as
you'll find at Furman. He maintains a 3.94
grade-point average in health and exercise
science, has been awarded both the Furman
Bisher Scholarship (which goes to the
student-athlete with the highest grade
point average) and W. Chapman Smith
Scholarship, and may attend medical school
after graduation. As for Chesworth, he has
done his part to disprove the theory that
there is nothing to do at Furman but study
all the time.
Their differences translate to the tennis
court, where Chesworth plays No. 1 singles
for the Paladins and Cameron plays No. 2
- and where they comprise the first All
American doubles team in school history.
Cameron says he is the "steady" one
who can be counted on to keep the ball in
play and not make mistakes. Chesworth
doesn't mind taking chances and often hits
the big shot that puts the other team away.
Despite their disparate personalities,
they form a perfect bond on and off the
tennis court. "I think it's that combination
that has allowed us to be a good team,"
Cameron says. "We're very different, but
we complement each other well and we
enjoy playing together."
The duo proved their doubles mettle
this spring when they received a last-minute
invitation to play in the NCAA tournament
at College Station, Texas. Although they
had been nationally ranked in doubles earlier
in the fall , Furman failed to qualify for the
NCAA tournament and, as a result, their
stock fell in the rankings.
"They were an alternate team for the
doubles," says Furman tennis coach Paul
Scarpa. "But then a few teams had injuries
and they got the call to play just a few days
before the tournament started ."
Chesworth was prepared to go because
he had been invited to play in the tour
nament's singles competition (he lost in the
first round to Southern Cal's Nick Rainey,
7-5, 2-6, 6-4). But Furman's season had
been over for nearly a month, and Cameron
was back in "regular student" mode. Still,
after a few days of practice they knew they
were ready.

They opened the 32-team competition
with a 6-3, 6-7, 6-0 victory over a duo from
Tulsa, then advanced to the quarterfinals
and earned All-America status with a 6-4,
6-1 victory over UCLA's Tobias Clemens
and Lassi Ketola. In the quarters, they lost
5-7, 6-4, 6-2 to Stanford's Scott Lipsky and
David Martin , the No. 2 seeds who went
on to lose in the championship match.
"John and James played really well
and could have beaten the Stanford team
if they had gotten a few breaks," Scarpa
says. "They were as good as anybody
there."
The Furman duo has been good from
the very start. Cameron has played No. 2
for the Paladins since his freshman year,
while Chesworth started at No. 5 and moved
into the No. 1 position his junior season .
They have played No. 1 doubles together
since they were freshmen.
They have also roomed together since
their freshman year - and helped each
other through occasional bouts of
homesickness. Chesworth came directly
to Furman from Burnley, Lancashire,
England, while Cameron, a native of Harare,
Zimbabwe, attended the Baylor School in
Chattanooga, Tenn. Both their families
have made frequent trips to the United
States to watch them play.
"I've gotten homesick at times, but
nothing serious," says Chesworth, who has
been known to shave the initials FU into
his scalp for big matches. "I love it here.
People are friendly and it's made me feel
welcome. Every time I drive through those
front gates after we come back from away
matches, I tell myself how lucky I am to be
playing tennis and going to school here."

Steady James Cameron (left) and hard-serving
John Chesworth have combined to post a record
of 55-27 during their first three years as doubles
partners at Furman.

Scarpa can be forgiven if he's already
looking forward to next year. Chesworth
and Cameron will both be back, as will the
nucleus of a team that went undefeated in
regular-season Southern Conference play
but lost to East Tennessee State in the
tournament finals.
"John and James should come into the
year ranked fairly high," Scarpa says.
"They're All-Americans, which will allow
them to get into a few prestigious
tournaments. They'll be fun to watch."
Chesworth and Cameron are looking
forward to next year, too, and they like their
chances of being one of the best doubles
teams in the country. But they don't have
any individual aspirations beyond that.
"Our priority next year is to win as a
team - to win the conference and go to
the NCAA tournament," Cameron says.
"We would far rather do that than be
successful in singles or doubles."
- Vince Moore

Dunigan, women's program tapped for top honors
Megan Dunigan '02, who advanced to the
second round of the 2002 NCAA tennis
tournament and finished 25-0 in the 2002
regular season, was named the Southern
Conference Female Athlete of the Year.
Dunigan, the first four-time Player
of the Year (1 999-2002) in any sport in
league history, led Furman to 44 consecu
tive conference wins and to four regular
season and tournament titles. A Phi Beta
Kappa graduate in mathematics-computer
science, she was also one of 29 athletes
from across the nation to receive an NCAA
Postgraduate Scholarship in recognition
of her success in the classroom and on
the court.
At Furman, Dunigan was the Furman
Bisher Academic-Athletic Scholar and the

Carol Ney Women's Tennis Scholar. She
has enrolled in graduate school at the
University of North Carolina.
In addition to Dunigan's individual
honors, the women's athletic program
won its 1 0th straight Germann Cup as
the best all-round program in the Southern
Conference. The competition is based
on points awarded for each team's
finish in regular-season or tournament
competition for each sport in which the
conference offers a championship. In
2001 -02, Furman compiled 85 points, out
distanci ng Tennessee-Chattanooga (78.5)
and North Carolina-Greensboro (74.5).
In the men's Commissioner's Cup
competition, Appalachian State won
for the 1 1 th year in a row.
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Passing the legacy on
Recently I was privileged to attend
a legacy luncheon for graduating
seniors. The students participating
in this event shared the common
bond of having parents or grand
parents who were also Furman
alums.
As I prepared an invocation for
this gathering, I contemplated the
meaning of the term "legacy."
According to Webster, a legacy is
"anything handed down from the
past, as from an ancestor or
predecessor." It was quite evident
that these families had "handed
down" their love for Furman and that
their devotion to alma mater would
impact generations to come.
I am proud to say that our family
comes under the legacy category
also! Our oldest daughter, Claire,
is a rising senior. Three years ago,
when my husband (Jim '75) and I
were helping her move into the
residence halls, we were amazed
at how many of our former class
mates were also moving their
freshmen onto campus. You can
imagine the memories that were
recalled during that experience! With
much pride, we will continue the
legacy tradition this fall as our son,
David, becomes a Paladin.
As part of a worldwide family of
approximately 25,000 people, Furman
alumni have tremendous potential
to promote the value of a Furman
education. Indeed, there are many
ways to pass on the legacy. One of
my favorites is working with the
Furman Admissions Network (FAN).
By contacting prospective students
and sharing information about the
university, you can make the
recruitment process more personal.
Alumni can also contribute in a
variety of other ways, such as
planning a class reunion, provi ding
an internship to a Furman student
or serving as a career mentor.
Furman Clubs offer a convenient
way for alumni to meet and network.
More than 50 Furman Clubs have

been established throughout the
country, and their gatherings feature
programs with Furman faculty and
staff, concerts by Furman groups,
sporting events, Summer Send-offs
for incoming freshmen and their
families, and much more. Volunteer
to be a Furman Club president or to
serve on a steering committee to plan
and coordinate club events. To do
so, contact the Office of Alumni
Programs at 1 -800-PURPLE-3 or
visit the Web at www.furman.edu/
admin/alumni.
A legacy also involves giving
to others so that they can enjoy new
opportunities. What better way to
do this than by serving as a class
agent? Class agents stay in touch
with classmates and encourage them
to make a gift to Furman. Due in
large part to the efforts of class
agents, the percentage of alumni who
make a gift to Furman has surpassed
50 percent in recent years. By
supporting alma mater with a gift
of any amount, you help to perpetuate
the value of a Furman education.
We are all part of the Furman
legacy. I encourage you to become
involved in the work of alma mater
and to find ways to share what you
value most about your Furman
experience so that others may
benefit.
- Pam Underwood Thomason '76
The author, a resident of Anderson,
S. C., is the new president of the
Alumni Association.

Furman C l u bs extend w e l c o m e mat

This summer, Furman Clubs across the country
welcomed incoming freshmen into the Furman family
at the annual Summer Send-offs. The New York and
Capital Area (Washington, D.C.) clubs even took the
concept one better by hosting programs to welcome
Furman student interns to their cities.
The annual Atlanta Furman Club summer picnic
was held July 27 at Dean Gardens, Georgia's largest
private home. Alumni, parents and students were
invited to enjoy barbecue, listen to a Furman Singers
performance, and tour the mansion and gardens.
As fall moves into high gear, Furman Clubs in the
Triad area of North Carolina and in Boston are planning
special activities involving some of their favorite
Furm.an professors. And in conjunction with football
games in Nashville, Tenn., September 7 against
Vanderbilt and at Richmond (Va.) September 2 1 ,
Furman Clubs plan tailgates. Alumni i n those areas
should watch for a special mailing.
To learn more about Furman Club events, call
Melanie Krone '94, associate director of the Alumni
Association, at l -800-PURPLE3.
L e a de rs h i p Furman 2002

Leadership Furman is an annual training program for
all of Furman's volunteer organizations. It provides
an opportunity for the university's leading volunteers
to return to alma mater, share ideas, learn about the
newest campus plans, and meet other alumni who are
deeply involved in the activities of the university.
Groups involved in Leadership Furman are the
Alumni Association Board of Directors, Furman Fund
Council, Furman Club presidents, class agents, Parents
Council, Young Alumni Council and Homecoming
reunion committee members.
This year's Leadership Furman program is
scheduled for Saturday, September 1 4. Activities will
begin with lunch and a special welcome from President
David Shi. The volunteers will then attend afternoon
sessions focusing on their areas of interest. The day
will conclude with a tailgate party for the volunteers
and their families, followed by the Paladins' football
game against Elon.
For more information about Leadership Furman
or to become involved in one of the aforementioned
groups, please call 1 -800-PURPLE3.
S p e c i a l H o m e c o m i n g offer for y o u n g a l u m s

All young alumni (from the classes of 1 988-2002) may
register for a special prize for use during Homecoming
Weekend October 1 8-20: a free night's stay at the
Greenville Hyatt, Furman's Homecoming headquarters.
To register, visit www.furman.edu/admin/alumni/
YAC.htm (the Young Alumni Web site) and enter your
full name, class year, phone number and address. One
entry will be randomly selected and the winner will
be notified October I .
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John Schieffer and his wife,

Helen, live in Merrick, N.Y., and
recently celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary. Schieffer,
who served as a front-line
ambulance driver in Italy during
World War II, is retired from
lumber sales and is also a retired
probation officer.

49

At a recent Exchange Club state
convention, Betty Jo Sloan
Fersner of Folly Beach, S.C.,
was recognized as the South
Carolina District Exchangite
of the Year. She is currently
president of the Folly Beach
Exchange Club. • Dan Foster,
retired sports editor of The
Greenville News, was recently
honored by the Greenville Lions
Club as its Citizen of the Year.

55

Next reunion in 2005
Genevieve Williams Bartl ett

has published a biography titled
A RAY of Light - Memories and
Reflections on the Life of Ray
Robinson Williams. The book

is about her father, who after
two accidents became totally
blind at 9 years of age but went
on to attend the South Carolina
School for the Deaf and Blind
and then to complete college and
law school. He practiced law
for over 50 years and also served
in the South Carolina House of
Representatives and the state
Senate. She presented the book
to the South Carolina state
legislature during a May 29
ceremony.
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Next reunion in 2004
Grace Carswell has retired from
the Rochester (N.Y.) City School
District as a library media
specialist.

61

Next reunion in 2006
Phi l l i p and Nelta Powers Posey

live in West Columbia, S.C.
Phillip is retired from the South
Carolina Department of

Transportation and Nelta i s the
church and financial secretary
at First Baptist Church of West
Columbia.
Donald Purvis,
who spent nearly 40 years in the
ministry before becoming
director of denominational
relations at Charleston Southern
University, was awarded an
honorary Doctor of Religion
degree during the school's
commencement ceremonies in
May. He retired from Charleston
Southern last February.
MARRIAGE: Camille Avant

Smith and Irving Eugene Scaffe,
March 20. They live in Mount
Pleasant, S.C.
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Next reunion in 2003
Ellen Ains l i e has relocated to

Nashville, Tenn., where she is
capital campaign director for the
Westminster School for children
with learning disabilities.
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Next reunion in 2006
The trustees of Connie Maxwell
Children's Home in Greenwood,
S.C., have named Ben Davis
interim president. He has been
associated with Connie Maxwell
since 1 993 and served as vice
president for business and
development.
Mary Chandler
De Monterey has been promoted
to a program manager position
with Integrys Solutions in
Greenville. Her duties include
helping to build current client
accounts, oversee projects,
mentor project managers and
leaders, provide technical sales
support, and insure compliance
with the company's system
development life cycle. •
J. Kenneth lister recently left
First United Methodist Church
of Peoria, Til., to become minister
of music at Mount Horeb United
Methodist in Lexington, S.C.
Mike McConn e l l , f01mer head
of the National Secwity Agency,
is vice president of the Infra
structure Assurance Center of
Excellence with Booze Allen
Hamilton, based in Falls Church,
Va. He has been named one of
the 25 "most influential con
sultants of 2002" by Consulting

magazine, and his article on
cyberterrorism appeared in the
June issue of Fast Company
magazine.
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Sandra Tidwe l l Poole has been
named director of music at
Francis Asbury United Metho
dist Church in Greenville. She
is also director of the Child
Development Center at Berea
First Baptist Church.
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Next reunion in 2003
Herbert Strange of Greenville
has retired after 20 years of
service as a chaplain in the
U.S. Arrny. After living in
Singapore for three years,
Charles and Beth Russell Wilson
now live in Greer, S.C. Charles
has retired from the corporate
world and has started his own
business as a sales and marketing
training consultant.
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Next reunion in 2004
John Duggan has become a

member of the fi1m of Love,
Thornton, Arnold & Thompson
PA in Greer, S.C.

70

D o n n Ja mes was the subject
of a recent feature story in The
Greenville News on volunteer

ing. He is a longtime volunteer
at Camp Opportunity and has
taught in Greenville County
for 32 years, the last 27 at
Overbrook Child Development
Center.
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Next reunion in 2006
In addition to being president
and co-owner of Parmenter
Insurance Agency in
Cartersville, Ga., Scott
Parmenter has been active
in Rotary for over 27 years.
This summer he became District
Governor of Rotary District
69 1 0, which covers northern
Georgia.
MARRIAGE:
S a l ly Ann Wyrick Connor and
Dan Caesar, February 1 6.
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Next reunion in 2003
Jane Arrington Bender, an

Episcopal priest, is assistant
rector at St. Anne's Episcopal
Church in Trexlertown, Pa.
K. Marlene Thompson recently
received an Associate of Science
degree in computer technology
from Spartanburg (S.C.) Tech
nical College. After working as
a city planner for the city of
Spartanburg for a number of
years, she plans a second career
as a computer programmer, Web
page designer or network
administrator.
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Next reunion in 2004
Charles W. E l liott, Jr. , who
has worked in healthcare
management for more than
1 5 years, has been named
chief executive officer at
Rowan Regional Medical Center
in Salisbury, N.C.
Lynda
Anderson Johnson was ordained
in January at Colonial Church
of Edina, Minn., and is now
pastor of Church of Peace in
Norwood, Minn. • Reed
Williams lives in Canton, Ga.,
and works in real estate invest
ment and management.
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Next reunion in 2005
David Cutler has retired as a
colonel after 26 years of service
in the U.S. Arrny. He is now a
senior analyst with the Science
Applications International
Corporation, a government
contractor in McLean, Va. •
Mary Helen Moses is a partner
in the law firrn of Jordan, Bristol
& Moses on St. Simons Island,
Ga. The firrn deals primarily
in management side labor and
employment law and in defense
litigation for railroads. • Eldred
S p e l l is a music professor at
Western Carolina University
in Cullowhee, N.C.
Rich
Wedemeyer of Norrnan, Okla.,
an adjunct professor of psy
chology at Rose State
College, has received the
school's 2002 Excellence in
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Teaching Award. In addition
to teaching, he recently com
pleted the second edition of
Succeeding in Medical School:

A Guide to Making the Grade
and Coming Out Sane.

He

serves as a professional
consultant and education
specialist at the College of
Medicine at the University
of Oklahoma Health Sciences
Center and also operates a
private practice.
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This year is reunion!
In July, Nancy Arrington King
joined other third- and fourth
grade teachers in attending the
Science P.L.U.S. (Participatory
Learning and Understanding
Sharing) Institute at Greenville's
Roper Mountain Science Center.
Science P.L.U.S. is a weeklong
workshop for science teachers
funded by a state Education
Improvement Act grant. •
Marvin Owen, vice president and
general manager of Computer
Dimensions, Inc. , in Florence,
S .C., was recently selected to
receive the South Carolina
Small-Business Person of the
Year Award. Marvin and the
three other owners of Computer
Dimensions were chosen for the
honor based on their strength,
perseverance and dedication
throughout the company's 24year history.
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Next reunion in 2003
ADOPTION: J i m and Mary

S imkins, a daughter, Catherine
McCrae, May 1 6, Greenville. •
BIRTH: Phi l l i p and Rebecca
Campbell '88 Hare, a daughter,

Marlee Rebecca, January 7,
Augusta, Ga. Phillip is assistant
dean of computers and tech
nology, continuing education and
economic development at Aiken
(S.C.) Technical College.
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Next reunion in 2004
Mark Devon has been promoted
to a program manager position
with Integrys Solutions in
Greenville. His duties include
38
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helping to build current client
accounts, oversee projects,
mentor project managers and
leaders, provide technical sales
support, and insure compliance
with the company 's system
development life cycle. • Mark
Weston, a member of the U.S.
Air Force Reserves and formerly
a pilot for Delta Air Lines, was
recalled to active duty after the
September 1 1 terrorist attacks.
He is flying the A- 1 0 Thunder
bolt I I aircraft in support of
"Operation Enduring Freedom."
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Next reunion in 2006
Dru and Chris Blair live in Wake
Forest, N.C., where he is an artist
and publisher with Blair Art
Studios. His commercial work
has included creating images
such as the B udweiser bullfrogs.
He has also worked with the
motion picture industry and
the Department of Defense. •
Gregg Duncan, customer service
manager with GreenPoint Credit
in Greenville, has recently
become organist at First B aptist
Church of Simpsonville, S.C. •
Scott Wennerholm is chief
operating officer for CDC IXIS
Asset Management Group in
Boston, Mass.
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This year is reunion!

Pamela Ann Moore has become

a partner in the Alford Clausen
& McDonald, LLC, law firm in
Mobile, Ala . • BIRTH:

Richard and Lori Binnicker
Sal ley, a daughter, Lindsay
Carolyn, November 1 6. Lori
is a certified public accountant
with C. C. McGregor and Com
pany, LLP, in Orangeburg, S.C.
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Next reunion in 2003
Stephen R . Harris ( B .G.S. '98)

of Wilmington, N.C., is district
manager for Wyeth Laboratories.
• Lonnie Dale Vona (M.A.) has
retired from the U . S . Army as
a colonel after 30 years of
service. He and his family live
in Valrico, Fla.
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Next reunion in 2004

Next reunion in 2003

BIRTH: Scott and Stacy

Robert Bai ley, who has been

Bowers, a son, Robert Camden,

working in professional theatre,
is now a full-time law student
and lives in Chicago, Ill. • Tony
and G i n a Garrett '89 Jones
moved to Rock Hill, S.C., last
fall after Gina became assistant
registrar at Winthrop University.
Tony continues his work as an
academic services counselor at
Midlands Technical College in
Columbia, S.C. • After receiv
ing her master's degree in special
education, Rhonda Shelley
taught school in South Carolina
for two years and in Idaho for
one. She now lives in Wasilla,
Alaska, where she has been
teaching in the Mat-Su Borough
School District for two years. •
BIRTHS: Eric and Jennifer
Reed Craig, a son, Everett Scott,
October 2, Norcross, Ga. • Jeff
and laura Eubanks B u l lard, a
son, Samuel, April 2, Prosperity,
S.C. Jeff works for the state of

March 26.
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Next reunion in 2005
Frankie Fullerton is the southeast
regional sales manager for Sico,
Inc. , in Charlotte, N.C.
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Next reunion in 2006
John Fant, a major in the U . S .

Army, is a n artillery officer
stationed at Fort Bragg in
Fayetteville, N.C. • Bryan Holt
lives in Winter Garden, Fla., and
is senior project manager for
I B M Global Services. • Shawn
Saulisbury-Robertson lives in
Chicago, Ill., and works as pro
tocol and regulatory coordinator
in the Office of Clinical Research
at Northwestern University. •
BIRTHS: Scott and Tracy
Mason, a son, Preston Scott,
April 5. • David and Martha
Norris McNeill, a son, Daniel
Armstrong, June 1 3, 200 1 , St.
Cloud, Fla.
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This year is reunion!

Tam i Foley Conetta is a partner

in the law firm of Ruden,
McClosky, Smith, Schuster &
Russell in Sarasota, Fla. The
firm specializes in estate
planning and charitable giving.
• Rick Knight lives in Columbia,
S.C., where he is director of
bands at Airport High School,
organist at Gethsemane Lutheran
Church and chair for Region 2
of the South Carolina Band
Directors Association. • Steven
Spearman, who has been an
executive sales representative
with Patient Care Technologies
selling software to the home
health industry, now sells remote
telemonitoring software for the
company. • MARRIAGES:
J u l i e Carul l o and Matthew
Henry Wahl, March 23,
Columbia, S.C. • Hulber Denis
Gagliardini and Suzanne Doucet,
September :f2, 200 1 , Marathon,
Fla. They both work as musi
cians for Princess Cruise Lines.
• BIRTH: Mike and Amy
Readling Shaffer, a daughter, .
McKaylee, March 1 5 , Asheville,
N.C.

Pamela Underwood Thomason '76, presi
dent; James H. Simkins, Jr. '78, president
elect; Steven B. Smith '83, vice president;
George E. Linney '65, past president;
Rebecca Hood Becherer '89; Randolph
Williams Blackwell '63; Rosalie Manly
Burnett '49; John R. Cassady '62; Bret
Alan Clark '88; Diane Maroney Estridge
'66; Brian H. Fenn '91 ; Joe E. Gentry '53;
Julia Meeks Glenn '63; Hal E. Henderson
'92; Catherine Hu nter Hightower '55;
Elizabeth Jean Howard '81 ; George L.
Johnson '68; Rebecca Pullin Kay '86;
Charles W. Linder '59; Donald H. Lindsey
'54; J. David Nelson '61 ; Paul B. Nix, Jr.
'77; Robert E. Poerschke '41 ; James G.
Revels, Jr. '62; Jenna C. Robinson '74;
Ginger Malone Sauls '75; David M. Schilli
'85; Catherine Rakestraw Smith '92;
Mickey Arthur Walker '55; Ronald L.
Walker '84; Davin K. Welter '89; Harriet
Arnold Wilburn '74.
Ex-Officio: David E. Shi '73, president;
Donald J. Lineback, vice president for
development; Donald E. Fowler, director
of development; Jason Curtin, associate
director of Alumni Assocation; Melanie
Krone '94, associate director of Alumni
Association; Phil Howard, director of
Furman Fund; William J. Lavery, faculty
liaison; David G. Ellison '72, trustee liaison;
Katie Clerkin Benston '92, president,
Young Alumni Council; Erin Bourne '03,
president, Student Alumni Council; A.B.
Puckett '03, president, Association of
Furman Students; Jeffrey Sirolly '03,
president, Senior Class.

South Carolina and Laura is an
invoicing associate with Wal
Mart.
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Next reunion in 2004
Tom Brink is an attorney in civil

litigation in Tampa, Fla., most
recently working with the elderly
and disabled. He is also deputy
director of guardianship services
for the Florida Statewide Public
Guardianship Office. • Charles
and lisa Elliott Grose live in
Greenwood, S.C., where Charles
is the chief public defender for
Greenwood and Abbeville
counties. Lisa is a volunteer
with the Richard W. Riley
Institute at Furman. • Samantha
Reed Hathorn of Owens Cross
Roads, Ala., is a multimedia
specialist with SIRS!. • Steven
Husky has joined Greenville
based Integrys Solutions as
a software solutions provider.
• John Kennedy and his wife,
Pam, have moved to Tallahassee,
Fla., where he is a senior
engineer/systems administrator
with General Dynamics. She
practices with Dermatology
Associates of Tallahassee. •
Diane Thompson Kingery,

formerly administrative
secretary with the San Diego
(Calif.) Credit Union, has moved
into the company's human re
sources department as a benefits
specialist. • Osian Roberts has
been employed for the last 1 0
years as a soccer coach i n the
Football Association of Wales.
• BIRTHS: John Blevins,

Linda Ellis and Lesley Brogan,
a son, Samuel Clark Ellis,
November 1 1 , Decatur, Ga. •
Rod and Karen Ellis Bradley,
a daughter, Makenna Brooke,
March 30, Littleton, Colo. •
Bolling and Nancy Graham
Brawley, a daughter, Caroline
Graham Brawley, December 1 7,
Newport, Tenn. • Greg and
Paula Patton Helms, a daughter,
Rebekah Ruth, July 25, 200 1 ,
Chamblee, Ga. The family was
scheduled to move to China in
August. • Tom and Ashley
Hewitt, a son, Reece Ruffin,
March 6, Charlotte, N.C. Tom
is marketing manager with Duke
Energy.
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Next reunion in 2005
Jason Deal has left the office of

Magistrate Judge for Hall

For deta i ls, visit www.fu rman .ed u/ad m i n/a l u m n i or ca l l 1 -800-PURPLE3

County, Ga., to become North
east Judicial Circuit District
Attorney for Hall and Dawson
counties. • Sandee W i lford
Wells of North Augusta, S.C., is
a chemist with the South
Carolina Department of Health
and Environmental Control. •
MARRIAGE: Virg i n i a K.

Moore and Stephen Sillhart,
March 23, Reading, Pa. •
BIRTHS: Steve and Sally
Scha ible Cramer, a son,
Lucas Callahan, September 1 1 ,
200 1 , American Fork, Utah.
James and Donia Hennick Davis,
a daughter, Morgan Shaye,
February 1 8, St. Petersburg,
Fla. • David and Lauren Marie
Salmon, a daughter, Meghan
Reese, June 26, 200 1 , Stock
bridge, Ga. • Todd and Kristi
Siemens Sanders, a son,
Andrew Wilson, March I I ,
Danville, Calif.
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Next reunion in 2006
Michael llnseher has completed

his master's degree in edu
cational leadership and was
recently appointed assistant
principal at Centennial High
School in Fulton County, Ga. •
Chuck Reiney is the manager of
Accenture, Inc., in Atlanta, Ga.
• Pat Turner, who spent the last
five years as a recreation super
visor for a defense contractor in
Kuwait, has taken a position in
Kosovo with Brown and Root
Services as the country coor
dinator for morale, welfare and
recreation. • BIRTHS: Ryan
and Ann Marie Conti, a son,
Lucas, April 1 3, 200 1 . Ryan
works for Keystone Computer
Corporation in Greenville. •
Mike and Laura Ashmore Epting,
a son, Colin Wade, April 1 7,
Columbia, S.C. • David and
Martha Pin ilia Flory, a daughter,

Isabella Lucia, September 1 6,
Arlington, Va. Martha is a senior
performance consultant in the
human resources department of
US Airways. • Scott and
Melinda Ray Ortwein, twin
daughters, Mary Alexander
and Clara Parker, October I 0,
Atlanta, Ga. • Greg and
Katherine Col l i ns Reste l,

a son, Benjamin Charles,
January 20. Greg is a pilot with
US Airways. • Taylor and Kerri
Jenkins Rhodes, a daughter,
Blair Elizabeth, August 20, 200 1 ,
Richmond, Va. Kerri has
received her Master of Science
degree in counseling and is
a clinician with Henrico Mental
Health. • Timothy and Jan
Rogers, a daughter, Emily,
October 1 9, Cumming, Ga. •
Glenn and Megan Donovan
Shea ly, a son, Jacob Glenn,
March 1 1 , Little Mountain, S.C.
Clint and Jerri Richardson
Shealy, twin daughters, Amelia
39
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with Pharmacia Corporation and
Julie is a member of the psy
chology faculty at Wake Forest
University.
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and Abigail, April I 0, Prosperity,
S.C. • Timothy and Dawn Vorel,
a daughter, Virginia Anne,
September 1 2, 200 I , Rincon,
Ga. • Eric and Tonya Olson
Walter, a son, Colson Gage,
August 22, 200 1 , Atlanta, Ga.
• Joe and laura Saunders
Werner, a son, Timothy Joseph,
August 1 7 , 200 1 .
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This year is reunion!

Muirae Demerse H i l l and her

husband, Greg, own and operate
Lazy Lion Used Books & More
in Fuquay-Varina, N.C. • Jerry
Morgan is a safety consultant
with Duke Power in Gaffney,
S.C. He has been with the
company for 24 years. He also
works part time as a paramedic.
• Pa ige Snider, who has been
based in Kiev, Ukraine, since
2000 and has been working as
an international development
consultant, was scheduled to
move back to Philadelphia, Pa.,
this summer. • MARRIAGE:
Timothy McAihaney and
Maureen S ia, June 30, 200 I .
They live in Chicago, Ill., where
he is a technical support repre
sentative with Stenograph. •
BIRTHS: Michael and Amy
Dugan, a daughter, Ellie Rose,
March I 0. Michael is a financial
consultant with the T. Rowe
Price Group, a mutual fund
company in Baltimore, Md. •
Larry and Heidi lee Hannon,
a son, Jackson Thomas, January
I I , Charlotte, N.C. • Joseph and
Sara Ramming King, a son,
Matthew Patterson, March 28,
Bradenton, Fla. • Richard
and Jean Furney Lassiter,
a daughter, Rebekah Ann,
December 1 6, Charleston, S.C.
• Bruce and Bonnie Brown ' 93
Leicht, a daughter, Eliza Rose,
May I , Macon, Ga. Bruce is
vice president at SunTrust Bank.
Christine lindq uist and
Scott Jenkins '94, a daughter,
Caroline, January 1 3, Durham,
N.C. Scott is employed by the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. • Erik and Beth
Thompson loedding, a son,
Justin, February 2, 200 1 ,
Gainesville, Ga. • Kelly '93 and
Stephanie Jordan Sum merl in,

a daughter, Rosalie Anne,
November 1 7.
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Next reunion in 2003
Weylin Brown, f01merly with the

98th Army Band at Fon Rucker,
Ala., now works as a registered
nurse in neurosurgery and OI1ho
pedics with the Greenville
Hospital System. He is also
director of the AIDS outreach
ministry of Metropolitan
Community Church and is
taking the American Red Cross
instructor course to become
a certified HIV instructor. •
Christopher Harter is an ortho
dontist with Classic City
Orthodontics in Athens, Ga.
• Chris Knox, who did his
residency at the University of
Kentucky, joined a radiology
practice in Greenwood, S.C., in
July. • Cra ig McCoy earned his
master's degree in health admin
istration from a Medical Uni
versity of South Carolina/
Clemson University program.
He lives in Mooresville, N.C.,
where he is assistant executive
director at Lake Norn1an
Regional Medical Center. •
Rashmi Anand Smith of Falls
Church, Va. , is senior manager
for stock and retirement plans
with XO Communications, Inc.
She also sits on the board of
German Shepherd Rescue of
Ma1yland. • Randall Traynham
has been named corporate
services support officer by The
Palmetto Bank of Greenville.
He is an accredited automated
clearinghouse professional. •
MARRIAGES: Jennifer Anna

Davie and Charles Wesley
Johnson, April 27. She works
with a landscaping service in
Charlotte, N.C. • Scott Kesler
and Cassia Barnett, May 1 2,
200 I . They live in Asheville,
N.C. . BIRTHS: Brad and
Katie Williams '96 Jones, a son,
Harold B radford III, February
27. • Alan '94 and Anna
Johnson livingston, a daughter,
Emma Scott, July 1 8, 200 1 ,
Clover, S.C. • Michael and Julie
Holl iday Wayne, a son, Jackson
Moffatt, September 1 8, Winston
Salem, N.C. Michael is a phar
maceutical sales representative
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Stephen Arnold recently became

director of finance for CTI, Inc.,
in Knoxville, Tenn. CTI is the
leading manufacturer and distii
butor of positron emission
tomography scanners, which are
used in cancer detection. • Alan
Ballew of Easley, S.C., has been
promoted to chief financial
officer by Insignia/ESG. He
will oversee the fi1m 's account
ing and administrative matters.
• Jen Frankenberg is public
relations and marketing manager
with Choate Construction
Company, a general contractor
in Charlotte, N.C. • Evan Gatti,
who is completing her Ph.D. at
the University ofN011h Carolina,
is beginning her second year as
a lecturer in the Funnan art
department. • leigh Gauthier,
f01merly managing editor of
GSA Business, has become
community editor of The
Green ville Journal. • Will

Kirksey works in human
resources with BMW Manu
facturing in Greenville. He
is also owner, with his brother,
of Will and Kris Amusements,
LLC, an events planning and
party rental business. • Ken and
Christine Edwards '95 lake live
in Franklinton, N.C., where he
is pastor of Franklinton Baptist
Church. • Deana Jaresh O'Rear
of Lakeland, Tenn., is a middle
school science teacher at
Woodland Presbyterian School
in Memphis, Tenn. • Last
December, Brett '95 and J i l l
Petryshyn Paden moved to Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., where he is
a senior programmer for CBS
Sportsline and continues to run
his own company, TriMeros, Inc.
Jill continues in her position
with McGraw-Hill as a field
publisher. • After successfully
defending his dissertation, Mark
Souther was scheduled to receive
his Ph.D. in history from Tulane
University this summer. •
Mariah Brown Spengler of
Gainesville, Fla., is working
toward a Ph.D. in counseling
with an emphasis on health and
sports issues. While pursuing
the degree, she works in real
estate sales and is also a testing

consultant. • Miriam Waddell
lives in Manhattan and works
for London-based Act Medisys.
M ike Wautlet has separated
from active duty as a nuclear
submarine officer in the U.S.
Navy but continues to serve in
the Navy Reserves. He is
a nuclear engineer and plant
supervisor with Florida Power
& Light at the St. Lucie Nuclear
Generating Facility near West
Palm Beach, Fla. • Julie Yoder,
who teaches in the Alexandria
(Va.) City Public Schools, helped
to organize Ladyfest D.C., a non
profit, community-based festival
held in August. The festival was
designed by and for women to
showcase, celebrate and encour
age women's artistic, political
and organizational achieve
ments. • BIRTHS: Jason
and J i l l Gottlieb Conne l ly, a
daughter, Eleanor Scott, March
27, Decatur, Ga. • Dustin and
Kristen Poremba Cordier, a son,
Caleb Abraham, February 1 4.
They live in Altus, Okla., where
Dustin serves in the U.S. Air
Force. • Chad and Jessica Black
'96 Weston, a son, Andrew
Haydn, August 24, 200 I ,
Kannapolis, N.C.
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Jody Davidson is an eighth-grade

English teacher at Hand Middle
School in Columbia, S.C. •
Karin Walsh Faulkner and her
husband, Steve, recently moved
from California to Cary, N.C.
Karin has her own Web design
business, KarinsCreations.com,
and Steve is an engineer with
Cisco Systems. • Harry Foster
has completed law school at
Georgia State University and
accepted a position with the
Department of the Treasury in
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms. • Todd Kramer
of Atlanta, Ga., is an inter
national sales specialist with
IBM. • Al l ison lehman works
in technical news production
with CNN in Atlanta. • Jason
Manton has begun his own law
firm, Dawson & Manton, in
Atlanta . • MARRIAGES:
Kimberly Blanchfield and Phillip
Justin Patterson, March 9,
Augusta, Ga. Kimberly is
a physical therapist. • laura
Brantley and Lance Grooms,
July 200 I . They live in Malietta,
Ga. • Suzanne Schwerin and

Jeff Meece, February 23. They
live in Greer, S.C. Suzanne
works as a guidance counselor
in the Greenville County School
District.
Ben Snyder and
Stacie Demarchi, November 3.
They live in San Antonio, Texas.
Ben, who received his Ph.D.
in biological sciences from Ohio
University in March, is an
assistant professor of exercise
science at Schreiner University.
Stacie is a fitness supervisor at
Baptist HealthLink . • BIRTHS:
Chad and Brandy Holsonback
Jones, a daughter, Natalie
O'Neal, April 1 2, Greenwood,
S.C. Brandy is a systems analyst
with ChanneLinx, an e-com
merce company. • Mitchell
and Mandy Powers-Norre l l ,
a daughter, Emma Ross Isabella,
March 1 7, Lancaster, S.C. •
Brian and Carla W i l liamson
Tiller, a son, Colin James, April
1 3 , Cary, N.C.

A different kind of doctor
For Warren Kinghorn, theological study
meant putting medical school on hold

A few years from now, when Warren Kinghorn begins
practicing medicine, he's going to have something
that wi l l make him a very different kind of doctor.
On his office wall will be a diploma from Harvard,
one of the world's most prestigious medical schools.
And while that alone will be sufficient testament
for most of his patients, it won't be what sets Kinghorn
apart. The sign of his distinctiveness will be nearby,
most likely in a matching frame: a Master of
Theological Studies degree, Class of 2002, from
Duke Divin ity School .
It's just a piece o f paper, o f course, but it
represents a rare and remarkable detour from medical

Kinghorn says that at Duke, he "learned to think
critically about how medicine forms us as doctors
and patients and about the danger of trusting
in medicine as a potential savior. "

education at Harvard, a side journey that Kinghorn
says wi l l forever shape his life as a physician.
"Having a backg round in theology will allow me

"I knew they had a program in theology and
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to be present to my patients, particularly my Christian

Christine Ozog Brown of Lyman,

patients, in a way that most doctors are afraid to be,"

Institute on Care at the End of Life and the Health

says Kinghorn, who returns to Harvard this fall for

and Nursing Min istries Program . "

Next reunion in 2006
S.C., has recently been promoted
to project manager by MetLife.
• G i n a Carreno has moved to
Boca Raton, Fla., to teach
sociology at Florida Atlantic
University for the 2002-2003
academic year. She is working
on her dissertation at Florida
State University. • Kristen Burns
Chaneyworth is marketing
director with Tripoint Develop
ment Company in Columbia,
S.C. • Allen and Susan Looper
'98 Cooper live in Easley, S.C.,
where Susan works as credit
manager at Altec Medical, Inc.
Allen is a counselor with
Greenville Vocational Rehabili
tation. • Brian Greenwood is
president and CEO of Alchemy
Artist Management. His
collection of poetry and prose,
Hate to Feel, was published this
spring through i Universe. •
Darcy James of Arlington, Va.,
is program director for The
Reading Connection, a l iteracy
outreach program. • Todd
Rantala, who recently graduated
from the M.B.A. program at the
Babcock School of Wake Forest
University, is a business process
analyst with the BellSouth
Corporation in Atlanta, Ga. •
Alison Sm ith is a graduate
student at Southern B aptist
Theological Seminary in Louis
ville, Ky., pursuing a Master

his fourth and final year of medical school. "When
I decided to do this, my goal wasn't to form ulate

medici ne," said Kinghorn, "and were just starting the

Directed b y Keith Meador, professor o f the
practice of pastoral theology and medicine and a

some kind of syncretism between medicine and

cl inical professor of psychiatry in the medical school,

religion or to learn how to be an 'alternative' healer.

the Theology and Medicine Program explores the

I was mostly interested in studying how to practice

intersection between medicine and religion.

medicine in a theologically responsible way."
A Baptist from Greenvi lle, Kinghorn entered
medical school in the fall of 1 997, following his

His two years at Duke Divinity School have given
Kinghorn the ability to think theologically and
phi losophically about the work physicians do, and to

graduation from Furman. At Harvard, he became

name the issues and problems they face in medical

increasingly interested in medical ethics and the

practice. It's a skill, he says, that he simply could

relationship between medicine and religion. During

not get in medical school, which trains students in

his second year, he took a class on spirituality and

basic science and clin ical decision making.

healing under Herbert Benson, the noted Harvard
physician and author of The Relaxation Response.

"This has given me the opportunity to learn the
language of theology," says Kinghorn. "I have no

Weekly lecturers ranged from eminent Harvard

pretensions that I will be as proficient in the language

clin icians to a Lakota Sioux healer to a Pentecostal

as a P h . D., but Duke has given me a wonderfully

theologian.

rich vocabulary to take back to clinical practice."

" I was struck by how much more engaging the

As powerful in its own way as the latest medical

religious leaders were than the clinicians," Kinghorn

technology, this new vocabulary will complement the

recalls. "They had a way to stand back and critique

remainder of his training as a physician.

medicine. The physicians weren't inte rested in
critiquing medicine . . . . They viewed spirituality as

"I'm comm itted to the hig hest standard of
competence in medicine, but my theological education

a practice of the individual to be used by the physician

is going to support and strengthen that commitment,"

in the treatment of the patient. I thought it was an

he says, adding that his professors and experiences

incredibly impoverished view of spiritual ity."
When he realized that the demands of medical

at Duke "taught me that health, though a wonderful
good, is not the highest good. Other goods transcend

school made serious theological study impractical ,

it. And Duke has made me aware that the physician's

he decided to take a leave. Duke quickly rose to

duty to patients is not j ust contractual, but covenantal."

- Bob Wells

the top of his list of theology schools. It didn't hurt
that he had a brother (Mark, a 1 999 Furman graduate)
in Duke Law School and a girlfriend (Susan Clayton

This article is reprinted with permission from the

'99, now his wife) back home in South Carolina.

spring 2002 issue of Divinity magazine, published

But what really drew him to Duke was the

by Duke University Divinity School.

school's reputation.
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of Divinity degree in Christian
counseling. • FayeHe Wil liams
was scheduled to start a six-year
residency in oral and maxillo
facial surgery in Dallas, Texas,
in July. • MARRIAGES:
Rhea Byrd and Christine Wilson
'0 1 , December 1 5. • Leigh Anne
Sisson and Albert Thomas
Stewart, May 4, Greenville. She
is a sales associate for SunCom
and he is owner and operator at
Stewart Transport. They live in
Greenville. • Stephen Roger
Smoak and Crystal Ann
Thompson, March 23. They live
in Camden, S.C., where he is an
attorney with Savage, Royall
and Sheheen, L.L.P., and she is
a sixth grade reading teacher at
Camden Middle School. • Keith
Walters and Lisa Jabaay, March
9. Keith left his position as
a postdoctoral research associate
at Northwestern University in
July and has taken a position
in the chemistry department at
Northern Kentucky University.
• BIRTHS: Jonathan and
Lori Lucas Bassett, a son,
Lucas William, March 1 8,

McDonough, Ga. • Chet and
Amy Parsons Breazeale, a
daughter, Finley Kathryn, March
2, Greenville. • Mark '98 and
Kelly Cass Kemp, a son, Cooper
James, February 6, Lexington,
N.C . • Chris (M.A. '98) and
Julie Prince Pare, a son, Jackson
Walker, April 4. • Alexander
and Kimberly Sloop Powers,
a son, John Alexander, June 23,
200 1 , Tampa, Fla. The family
recently moved to Charlotte,
N.C., for Alex to begin a medical
residency.
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This year is reunion!
Emily Ellis has graduated from

the College of Medicine at the
Medical University of South
Carolina and is completing an
internship in family medicine at
the Spartanburg (S.C.) Regional
Medical Center. • Douglas
Irving is a graduate student in
the Department of Materials
Science and Engineering at
the University of Florida in
Gainesville. • B i l l Priestley
is marketing representative and

sports director for WFTZ Radio
in Manchester, Tenn., which
recently won a statewide award
for the "Best Overall Sports
Coverage" by a small market
station. In the same competition
he and his broadcast partner won
the honorable mention award for
"Best Play by Play." • Matt
Schrecengost works for a firm
in Chicago, Til., that trades Future
contracts at the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange. • Colin
Stewart is city editor at the
Rockdale Citizen newspaper in
Conyers, Ga . • MARRIAGE:
Helen Howard and Mike Cox,
September 22. Helen is program
manager for MediFit Corporate
Services in Princeton, W.Va. •
BIRTH: Alan and Jennifer
Sharrer, a daughter, Rebecca
Louise, April 1 1 , Rohnert Park,
Calif.
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Next reunion in 2003
Derek and Amy Maris ' 99 Bruff
are graduate students at Vander
bilt University in Nashville,
Tenn. • Christina Cochran,
coordinator of women's college
admissions at Brenau University,
has earned her M.B .A. degree.
• Chris Covert of Clearwater,
Fla., recently obtained degrees

in Spanish and international
business from Eckerd College.
He plans a career with a
multinational company, with
a focus on Latin America. •
Chad Dyar, who has been with
the Chicago Lyric Opera and has
been a professional opera singer,
a teacher and an educator, is
moving back to the South. He
plans to record his first CD of
original music sometime in the
next year. • Kate Augustine
Haber and her husband, Joseph,
live in Columbia, Md. She
continues to work for the
American Psychological
Association in Washington,
D.C., and recently become
special projects manager for
the Executive Office. Joseph
is an electrical engineer in the
space department at the Johns
Hopkins Applied Physics Lab.
• Seth Howard lives in Helena,
Mont., where he is the field
coordinator for the Montana
Democratic Party. • Robin
McGary is a graduate student
at Harvard University. She has
completed a master's degree in
astronomy and plans to finish
her Ph.D. in the summer of2003.
• Camille G ibson Rabon has
completed her M.B .A. degree
and is employed at Hampden-

The Alumni Association Board of Di rectors
is delighted to welcome five new members
to its ranks.
Those elected by the Al umni Association
through voting held on-line and through a
ballot in Furman magazine are Rosalie Manly

Burnett '49 of Greenvi lle, James "Buddy"
Revels '62 of Louisville, Ky. , and Davin Welter
'89 of Athens, Ga. In addition, Charles Linder
'59 of Augusta, Ga., and George Johnson
'68 of Columbia, S.C., have been appointed
by the board to fi l l unexpired terms.

Burnett

Revels

Welter

Davin, station manager at WUGA 91 .7

Linder

Johnson

professor o f journalism and mass communi

FM at the U niversity of Georgia, is a former
director of the Furman Fund and has worked

cation at the U niversity of South Carolina.

in development at the Medical College of

Council at Furman.

Rosalie, organist at Greenville's Lutheran
Church of Our Savior for the last 23 years,

Georgia and at Georgia Southern. He is past

is a retired music teacher and elementary

president of the Young Alumni Council and

He is a member of the National Development
The board also extends special thanks
to outgoing members Norma Karlen Bagwell

school principal. Chair of her class reunion

serves on the un iversity's Strateg ic Planning

'45 and Jack E. Powers '56, who have provided

comm ittee si nce 1 974, she is a docent at

Task Force and Political Science Advisory
Cou nci l .

excellent service over the last five years.

Cherrydale, Furman's Al umni House, and
a longtime member of the Paladin Club.
Buddy is a high school alternative educa

Charles is professor of pediatrics and

The Alumni Board provides support, guid
ance and leadership to Furman and represents

associate dean emeritus of the Medicai"College

the opinions, needs and i nterests of alumni

tion teacher in Louisville, Ky., who spent 1 8

of Georgia. He was chief of staff of the Medical

to the university.

years as a Baptist minister. He formerly worked

College Hospital for 1 6 years. At Furman,

in development and student services at Furman

he is a member of the P residents Cl ub and

and is a member of the Furman Admissions

a longtime member of the Paladin Club.

Network. He has served on his reunion
comm ittee and as a class agent.

George is a vice president of Blue Cross
Blue Shield of South Carolina and an adj unct

- Jason Curtin
Associate Director, Alumni Association

Sydney College in Virginia. •
After receiving her doctoral
degree in pharmacy, Mel issa
Ware has moved to the Wash
ington, D.C., area for a post
graduate training program with
Eli Lilly. • MARRIAGES:
Katherine leigh B u rns and Ian
Michael Gellatly, April 6. She
is a nuclear engineer with Bettis
Atomic Power in Goose Creek,
S .C., and he is a student at the
College of Charleston, majoring
in physical education. • Angela
Marie Cantre l l and Russell Joe
Few, April 6. She works for
CVS Pharmacy in Greenville
and is a candidate for a doctoral
degree at the Medical University
of South Carolina College of
Pharmacy. He is a structural
detailer for South Carolina Steel
Corporation in Taylors. • David
lewis and J u l i e Jones ' 99,
February 1 8, 200 I . Julie has
been working as a recruiter with
the Community Blood Centers
of South Florida and David is
scheduled to begin studies this
summer toward an M . B .A.
degree. • Eugenia Sydnor
Turrentine and Michael Robert
Waldrop, May 4, Spartanburg,
S.C. They live in Greenville,
where she i s an event coordi
nator at ScanSource and he is
a hospital sales representative
for Elan Pharmaceuticals. •
BIRTH: Chris and Katie
Hankinson McGaha, a son,
Harrison Mitchell, January 24,
Ashburn, Va.
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Christa Brunow is president

of Retention Management in
Charlotte, N.C. • Alison
Cunnold received her Master
of Divinity degree from Emory
University in May. • Christine
Dawkins is program coordinator
for the Greenville Commission
on Alcohol and Drug Services.
She recently earned her master's
degree in social work from the
University of South Carolina. •
Justin Dunn was scheduled to
receive a degree in information
systems from Georgia Southern
University in May. • liz Hankla
of Brentwood, Tenn., i s a
nutrition specialist with Peach
tree Center for Nursing and
Rehabilitation. • M i ra H i bri
accepted a position in March
as a television news producer
with WBTV-3 in Charlotte, N.C.

• Tyler M i l l iken has entered the

U . S . Marine Corps Officer
Candidate School, after which
he will attend flight school at
Pensacola, Fla. • Erin Paul of
Nashville, Tenn., was scheduled
to complete a master's degree in
occupational therapy in May. •
Joanna Ponder Skinner is a
research analyst with the Univer
sity of Cincinnati Foundation
and is in her last year as an arts
administration/M.B.A. student
at the University of Ohio. •
Paige Thurmond is finishing
post-graduate studies in nutrition
at Clemson University and will
start a nine-month dietetic intern
ship at the Medical University
of South Carolina to become
a registered dietitian. •
MARRIAGES: Catherine lynn
Brumbach and Morgan Edward
Fore, April 27. They live in

Columbia, Md., where she is
a dietetic intern with Sodexho
Health Care Services, Mid
Atlantic. He has been a lotus
notes administrator for Royal
Ahold. • Siobhan Carro l l and
Jason Chewning '00, June 22.
They live in Atlanta, Ga., where
Siobhan is working toward a
master's degree in architecture
at Georgia Tech and Jason is
an estimator for United Forming,
Inc. • Summer M . D i l gren and
Rand a l l Teegardin, June 1 5,
200 1 . They live in Charleston,
S.C. • Sarah Gehrmann and
Thomas Keene '02, March 1 6.
They live in Greenville. •
Kimberly April Jolly and
Jonathan Ryan Chasteen, May
1 8. They live in Greenville
where Kimberly is in sales for
Protective Plastics, Inc.

00

Next reunion in 2005
Summer Copeland has earned

a master's degree in secondary
social studies education and
plans work as a high school
teacher in Orlando, Fla. • Mark
Davis works on his family farm
in Westminster, S.C., and is also
a substitute teacher of mathe
matics and Spanish in the
Oconee County School District.
• Taryn Foster received her
Master of Public Health degree
from George Washington Uni
versity last December. She lives
in Arlington, Va., and is working
as a research assistant at Consult
ing Services & Research, Inc. •
Daniel Hughes, who was a clerk

Letter to the editor
I read with great i nterest the
articles by President David Shi,
"Of Faith and Learning," and
Hal Frampton, "A Matter of
To lerance," i n the spring
issue of Furman.
When I was around 1 7 or
1 8, I came to realize that my
so-called faith was hol low at
the core. This was very
disturbing to me, but it was
extremely important to me
to be scrupulously honest.
So, I was openly an atheist when I was at Furman, from
1 967 through 1 97 1 .
But while I was there my own experience was different
from that of the folks in the "Tolerance" article. Mostly
I was loved, accepted and befriended by devout Baptists
amongst whom I had grown up all my Presbyterian life.
They often joked with me, and I am aware that they prayed
for me in their prayer groups, for my very soul.
At the time, however, I did feel that some of them saw
me as somehow " less-than." I was infuriated during one
episode when a group called and asked me to come down
to the parlor of the women's residence halls. They were
apparently from a church attended by someone who had
told them about me, and were there to save my soul. I
protested to the dorm supervisor, Ms. lmo Tumblin, who
immediately asked them to leave, conveying clearly to
me that it was absolutely my right to refuse to see them
and that their actions were indeed inappropriate.
Now I have come full circle and become a person
of profound faith, with a very conservative l ifestyle but
a very l i beral outlook. It was not an easy journey - as
C.S. Lewis says, there are no grandch ildren i n the faith.
My own experiences at Furman were truly formative in
this regard. I am also convinced that all those loving
prayers were answered and that they were the real change
agents, at a level we do not comprehend without divine
inspiration.
So, my own advice to young ones who wish to be
on mission is simply to love those you would convi nce.
Give them yourself. Give them your friendship, hu mor,
support and especially your prayers. And be patient.
God's timing is not our own, and it is God who must
finally do that work i n each one's secret heart. Love is
the real witness.
- Marian Moseley '71
Augusta, Ga.

Letters are published when space permits and are subject to
editing for length or clarity Write the editor c/o Marketing and
Public Relations, Furman University, Greenville, S. C. 296 13,
or fax to (864) 294-3023. E-mail: jim.stewart@furman. edu.
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in a Columbia (S.C.) law firm
this summer, was the overall
winner in Greenville's Southern
Connector SK Run/Walk in
June. He has completed his
first year of law school at the
University of South Carolina. •
Catherine Hunter, a student at
the Medical University of South

About

class notes

Because of the large
number of submissions
and clippings Furman
receives for the maga
zine's class notes section
and the amount of time it
takes to review, compile
and edit so much infor
mation, news items
frequently are not pub
lished until five or six
months after they are
submitted.
Furman magazine
does not publish dated
items (anything more
than 1 8 months old at time
of publication) or engage
ment announcements.
Birth and marriage
announcements for
alumni couples who
graduated in different
years are included under
the earliest graduation
date (except if requested
otherwise); they are not
listed under both classes.
We ask that you include
your spouse's or child's
name and the date and city
where the birth or
marriage occurred.
Send news to the
Office of Marketing and
Public Relations, Furman
University, 3300 Poinsett
Highway, Greenville, S.C.
29613, or e-mail to
alumni@furman.edu.
FAX: (864) 294-3023.
Selected information
from the on-line registry
at www.furman.edu/
admin/alumni is also
included in class notes.

Carolina, has been named a
Presidential Scholar. The
interdisciplinary leadership
program for select students
explores complex social,
political and human issues of
broad interest to health care
professionals. • Jeff Jaarda
works for Wachovia in Charlotte'
N.C. • Jay and Jennifer
Anderson '0 I Kal bas live in
West Lafayette, Tnd. Jay has
completed his master's degree
in tectonics at the University
of Tennessee. This fall he plans
to begin doctoral research of
tectonic systems in the Denali
fault zone and B rooks Range
of central and northern Alaska.
• David McDowell, a second
year student at the Cecil C.
Humphreys School of Law at
the University of Memphis, has
been chosen as managing editor
of the 2002-03 University of
Memphis Law Review. •
Kathryn Putnam was a candidate
for a degree from the Physician
Assistant School at Marquette
University in May. • Melissa
Roberts is currently a graduate
student at Texas A&M Univer
sity. • Eric Starr is a graduate
student in advertising at the
Adcenter in Richmond, Va.
In the summer he captains a
sailing vessel in the Caribbean
'
based out of St. Martin. •
Dana Steffan of Long Valley,
N.J., is an elementary school
teacher in the Washington
Township School System. •
MARRIAGE: Casey T. Liddy

and Marnie Larabee, June 9,
200 I . They live in Charleston,
S.C., where Casey has accepted
a position as an administrative
resident at the Medical Univer
sity and is also studying for
a master's degree in healthcare
administration.
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Salem, N.C., is a graduate
student at East Carolina Univer
sity, pursuing a master's degree
in clinical child psychology. •
Jesse Rice has moved to
Nashville, Tenn., to work as
an intern at EMI Music Publish
ing. • Cathryn Stevens is a
senior marketing specialist with
TSYS, a payment processing
company in Columbus, Ga. •
MARRIAGE: Sharon Ke lly
Benning and Samuel Brent
Huckaby '02, June 8. Kelly has

been a district executive with
the B lue Ridge Council, Boy
Scouts ofAmerica in Greenville.
They live in Orlando, Fla.,
where Brent has accepted
a church position as a minister
of music.

02

MARRIAGE: Kyle Mo(gan
DeWitt and Aimee Michelle

Kiser, April 27. She is a work
center coordinator for RBC
Liberty Insurance and Kyle
is a technical engineer with
NETXUSA, both in Greenville.

DEATHS
Lora Mae Jones Carson '22
April 24, Fairview, N .C. S e
taught at Greenville Woman's
College Academy and later in
the Clayton County, Ga., public
schools until the age of 7 1 . She
served as an officer in the
Georgia Retired Teachers
Association and the American
Association of University
Women and as president of the
South Carolina Club and various
local organizations.

h

l i l l ie Mae Hart ' 26, April 1 4,

Greenville. She taught sch'ool
before going to work at Renfrew
B leachery, from which she
retired after more than 30 years.
She was an active member of
the Behethland Butler chapter
of the D.A.R.
Robert Lee McGee, Jr. '28,

Next reunion in 2006

May 1 8, Roanoke, Va.

Ga brie lle Ferguson is enrolled
in a joint Ph.D./D.M.D. program
through the College of Graduate
Studies/College of Dental Medi
cine at the Medical University
of South Carolina in Charleston.
• Kelly Jack is a pha1maceutical
sales representative with the Eli
Lilly Company in Boston, Mass.

Mamie T. Beggs ' 29, February

1 7, Greenville. She was a retired
legal secretary.
Floyd D . Hammond '3 1 ,
December 20, Turin, Ga.
Louise Thackston Neves '32
'
March 28, Greenville. She

worked as a receptionist for
the Greenville Hospital School
of Nursing.
Annie Lois Barbare 33 March
26, Laurens, S.C. She retired
from the South Carol ina State
Library after 34 years spent
directing the development of the
book collection. In addition to
her work there, she was a super
visor in the Works Project
Administration (WPA),
established and developed
library services for patients
at Stark General Hospital in
Charleston, S.C., and assisted
public libraries throughout South
Carolina in streamlining and
updating their cataloguing and
processing procedures. In 1 995,
she was honored as a Charter
Member by the S.C. State
Employees Association.
'

,

Mary S . Beam '33, April 5,
Greenville. She served as
a missionary for over 50 years,
first in Ethiopia and then in
Sudan, Somalia and Kenya.
She was on the S.S. Zam Zam
in 1 94 1 when it was sunk by the
Germans and she became a
Geiman P.O.W. She was a full
time missionary with the Africa
Inland Mission and spent nine
years helping to establish the
Bible Alliance Mission.
Mary Sue Cox '33, May 1 1 ,
Greenville. She served as a
librarian in Greenwood County,
S.C., and Cherokee County, S.C.,
before moving to the Greenville
County Library, where she
remained for 35 years. She
began the Bookmobile program
in Greenville County in the early
1 950s.
Ella little Pettett '34, March 7,

Greenville.
Louise Vaughan Mazursky '36,
February 2, 200 I , Greenville.
Holder of an M.A. degree in
English from the University
of Virginia, she taught in South
Carolina public schools for 30
years and chaired the English
department at B arnwell High
for 20 years. She was Barnwell
School District 45 Teacher of
the Year in 1 974 and in 1 986,
when she was runner-up for
South Carolina Teacher of the
Year. She won a national prize
for her 1 960 essay "Dorchester
on the Ashley," which today
serves as a guide to the history

of South Carolina's Dorchester
State Park. Active in church
work, she co-authored The
History of the First Baptist
Church of Barnwell, taught
Sunday school at the B arnwell
County Nursing Home for 2 1
years, and taught Vacation Bible
School for 50 years. She was
a past regent of the Daughters
of the American Revolution,
a horticulture and flower show
master judge, and a noted
lecturer on garden design and
flower arranging. In 1 987 she
was recognized as Barnwell
County's Outstanding Older
American.

Thornwell Wood Freeman '38,
May 1 8 , Greenville. He was
a veteran of World War II,
was a retired school teacher
and principal, and was the last
surviving charter member of the
Berea Lions Club.
Haze l Altom Vance '40, May 3,
Greenville. She was a buyer for
Meyers Arnold Department
Store and retired from the store
as department manager for
jewelry and cosmetics.
Frontis Keys Chandler '4 1 ,
March 29, Campobello, S.C.
She was a former member of the
Junior League of Greenville and
was president of the Greenville
YWCA for two years.
George Morgan '4 1 , April,
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Raymond L . Pinson '42,
February 28, Gaffney, S.C.
He was a minister.
John Holman Hutto, Jr. '43,
January 30, James Island, S.C.
He served as minister of music
at Baptist churches in Louisiana
and South Carolina and was a
vocal coach at Charleston (S.C.)
Southern University. He was an
Army veteran of World War I I .
J a n e B land Earle Poole '44,

5,

December
1973: Founding
members of Furman's Gamma
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
share the stage with John
Hope Franklin (front, fifth
from left}, president of the
United Chapters.

Phi Beta Kappa

The university's long quest paid off in 1 9 73

furman's efforts to secure a chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa took almost 50 years.
Phi Beta Kappa is considered the nation's
most prestigious academic honorary society.
Founded in 1 n6 at the College of William & Mary,
the organization, which today has 262 chapters
across the United States, has long been a leading
advocate for the liberal arts and sciences at the
undergraduate level.
Furman first began investigating the
possibility of establishing a chapter of the society
in 1 924, and for almost 50 years thereafter the
university continued to submit inquiries or
applications to the Council of United Chapters
of Phi Beta Kappa.
But each application failed. Among the
reasons cited at various times by the national
organization were concerns about the university's
financial situation and disproportionate emphasis
on vocational training, inadequate facilities, a
disproportionate outlay of athletic grants-in-aid
to academic scholarships, and Furman's failure
to integrate. Only in 1 950 did Furman's appli·
cation even advance to the second stage of
consideration.
These failures spurred President Gordon
Blackwell, who took office in 1 965, and Dean
Francis W. Bonner to make securing a chapter
a major goal for the university, and they pursued
it with vigor. They realized that Furman's move
to the new campus in the early 1 960s had inspired
rapid growth and improvement in Furman's
academic programs and standards. In addition,

the university had rectified virtually all the
problems that had previously stymied its efforts.
By 1 971 Furman was able to advance to the final
stages of consideration.
Two members of the Phi Beta Kappa visiting
commiHee came to the campus in late 1 971 , and
in January 1 973 a recommendation to award a
chapter to the university was presented to the
triennial council. However, before the final vote,
several delegates to the council raised concerns
about what they saw as denominational (Baptist)
limitations on academic freedom, pointing to a
specific clause that had been included in faculty
contracts in 1 94 1 .
Furman responded that the clause in
question had been deleted from recently revised
faculty contracts. After several leading educators
spoke strongly on behalf of the university and
its support for academic freedom, the council
voted to award Furman a chapter. The Gamma
chapter became the third in South Carolina and
the 21 4th in the nation.
On December 5, 1 973, the chapter was
installed at a ceremony presided over by noted
historian John Hope Franklin, president of the
United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa. Blackwell
called it "the most significant event in the
academic life of Furman."
The university's first members-in-course
were initiated on April 23, 1 974. Charles Hard
Townes, Nobel Prize-winning physicist and
member of the class of '35, was the first alumnus
elected as an honorary member.

April 2 1 , Greenville.
Robert E . Christenberry '45,
February 27, Clemson, S.C. He
was a Navy veteran and served
aboard the USS Audubon in the
Pacific Theater, after which he
was employed by Milliken
Company for a number of years.
He later became director of
planned giving at Furman and
then at Clemson University, from
which he retired in 1 99 1 . He was
active in the Clemson Rotary

Club and was a Paul Harris
Fellow.

John C. Cothran '47, January 7,

Jean Mosteller Cowart '49,

Greenville.

Lawrence Peter Hollis, Jr. '46,

Joseph W i l l i a m Bishop '48,

March 2 1 , High Point, N.C.
He was sales manager for the
Zonolite Division ofW.R. Grace
& Company for 40 years until
his retirement in 1 988. He was
a U . S . Army veteran of World
War I I and was a Rotarian.

March 1 1 , Spartanburg, S .C.
He was a retired Baptist minister
and had served several churches
in the Upstate of South CaJ·olina.

March 1 9, Greenwood, S.C. She
was a retired unit manager for
Tupperware.
Roy Carlton Crowe '49, FebruaJy

26, Greenwood, S.C. He was
a U.S. Army veteran.

Luther Z. Barnett '49, May 1 9,

Joseph C. Pou '49, March 3 1 ,

Charleston, S.C.

Laurens, S.C. He was a minister.
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Edwin L. Stewart '49, April I ,
200 I , Swannanoa, N.C.
Thomas Kenneth Howard, Sr.

'50, March I , Greenville. After
duty as a Naval Air Corps pilot
in the mid- ' 40s, he spent seven
years in a general medical
practice in Woodruff, S.C. He
became an anesthesiologist in
1 964 and practiced with the
Greenville Anesthesiology, P.A.,
group until his retirement in
1 988.
Flora Sherman Hudson '50,

March 6, Greenville.
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Frequently called Furman
telephone numbers
(area code 864):
Main University Number
294-2000

Academic Records
(Registrar)
294-36 1 6

Admissions
294-2034

Alumni Association
1 -800- P U RPLE3

Athletic Ticket Office
294-3097

Bookstore
294-21 64

Career Services
294-2 1 06

Furman Fund
294-3475

Graduate Studies
294-22 1 3

Parents Programs

Wi l l i am Cannon Smith, Sr. '50,

May 6, Duncan, S.C. He was a
U.S. Navy veteran of World War
II and was retired from W.R.
Grace, Cryovac. He served as
mayor of Duncan for eight years,
was a former Scoutmaster, was
instrumental in organizing Little
League sports in Duncan and
was a Little League coach for
baseball and football .
Edward L e e Cheatha m '5 1 ,
February 24, Greenville. He was
retired as an architectural
hardware consultant. He served
in the U.S. Army during the
Korean War and later in the
Army Reserves, was a charter
member and a past president of
the Sertoma Sunrise Club, and
was a former president of the
South Carolina Genealogical
Association.
Loy Eugene Wagner ' 5 1 , April
5, Williamston, S .C. He was a
World War II Naval veteran and
had retired as band director at
Easley H igh School. He taught
music in South Carolina public
schools for 33 years, was former
president of the S.C. B and
Directors Association, and was
an inductee into the S.C. Band
Directors Association's Hall of
Fame. He was a recipient of
South Carolina's Order of the
Palmetto and a concurrent
resolution by the South Carolina
General Assembly and was
presented the "keys to the city"
of Williamston.
Melvin Eugene Sargent '52,

May 2, Summerton, S.C.
Norris Vernon Barnes '53,

February 23, Elizabethtown,
N.C. He was retired from the
Air National Guard and was also
a retired civil service accountant.

294-3465

Marion Thomas Lineberger, Sr.

Student Services

'53, March 1 2, Ware Shoals, S.C.
He was a minister.

294-2202

For other administrative
office numbers, call the
main number or visit the
Furman Web site
(www.furman.edu) and
follow the faculty/staff link
to the campus telephone
directory.

Christopher Columbus "Bobby"
Roberts, Jr. '53, June 22, Aiken,

S.C. A veteran of the U.S. Navy,
he coached basketball on the
high school and college levels.
After starting his career as coach
at Palmetto (S.C.) High School,
where he had a record of 89-20,
he became coach of the freshman

team at Clemson University in
1 958 and led the team to a 5020 mark over four years. Named
head coach at Clemson in 1 962,
he remained in that position until
1 970, compiling a record of 821 1 6. He is the only coach to
lead Clemson to consecutive
winning seasons in Atlantic
Coast Conference play, and his
1 966-67 squad finished with 1 7
victories, the most by a Clemson
team to that point in the pro
gram 's history. After leaving
Clemson, he worked for
Converse Inc. until his retire
ment. He was a member of
the Palmetto High Hall of Fame
and served on the Aiken County
School Advisory Board.
Albert Phi l l i p Jones ' 54;.

March 30, Hendersonville, N.C.
He pastored two churches in
Hendersonville and was a
member of the Henderson
County Genealogical Society.
During World War II he served
as a U.S. Army medic in North
Africa.
Landrum Noah Evans (M.A.
'58), March 7, Powdersville,
S.C. He served in the U.S. Army
Signal Corps in Europe during
World War II and then spent 36
years in the education field, the
last 25 years as business mana
ger for Anderson County (S.C.)
School District I . He was a
director of Powdersville Water
Co., former director of Powders
ville Fire Department, former
member of Powdersville Sewer
Committee and advisory director
of Central Carolina Bank.
Active in the Wren Ruritan Club,
he was named the club's Citizen
of the Year in 1 965. In 1 987 he
was Anderson County School
District I Citizen of the Year and
was also named South Carolina
Citizen of the Year by the state
school board administrators.
Marion Hancock '58, May 20.
W i l l i a m Roy Axmann '59, May

25, Spartanburg, S.C. He was
employed wjth Milliken and
Company in Spartanburg as the
division controller for the
Performance Products Division
for more than 40 years.

Mary Hood Hendricks '59,

March 23, Easley, S.C. She
retired as a teacher with Pickens
County (S.C.) Schools and was
a member of the Delta Kappa
Gamma Teacher Sorority, the
Pickens County Educators
Association and the Yellow
Jasmine Garden Club.
Paul Duane Paris '59, May 1 9,
Spartanburg, S.C. He was a
photojournalist, having worked
for newspapers in the Southeast
and Northwestern United States,
and he wrote a sports column
for the Spartanburg Herald
Journal in the 1 980s. His work
was published in Time, National
Geographic and Paris Match
magazines, among others. He
performed numerous services
for the American Cancer Society,
the American Heart Association,
Kiwanis and the Lions Club and
did work for the University of
South Carolina, Converse
College and Wofford College.
Charles Franklin Arisman '62,
March 23, Montgomery, Ala.
Nancy Lane Mays Graham '63,
April 1 4, Seneca, S.C. She was
an educator in Durham, N.C.,
and Atlanta, Ga., and was
employed at Bell South for 1 3
years.
Dorothy Kellett McKi nney '63,
May 22, Greenville. She
was a former teacher in the
Greenville County School
System, was active in a number
of garden clubs, and was an
accredited flower show judge
and landscape design critic.
Kathy Clarke West '70, April 3,

Richmond, Va. She taught
mathematics for 1 9 years and
then became a Certified Public
Accountant. She was a tax
compliance specialist with Ernst
and Young for I 0 years and
worked as a volunteer math tutor
and a volunteer tax preparer with
AARP.
Bobby Thomas Duncan '82, May

3, Taylors, S.C. He was founder
and vice president of The Benefit
Partners Corporation.
Paulette Robinson McAlister

'89, May 1 9, Belton, S.C.

Ruminations on alma mater
By Lige H i cks

Lige Hicks '4 1 was presented the Bell Tower Award in April in recognition of his business and
civic achievements and of his service to alma mater. Next to an honorary degree, the Bell Tower
Award is the most prestigious honor bestowed by Furman.
A former executive with the DuPont Company, from which he retired in 1981 as director of
international development and operations, Hicks and his wife, Joi, are generous supporters of
the university. A staunch friend of the chemistry department, he was inducted into the Furman
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa as an alumnus member in 1996. As head agent for the Class of '4 1,
he led the way when the class became the first to achieve 100 percent participation in the Furman
Fund.
He offers the following commentary on his long association with alma mater.

At its Founders Day Convocation on April
1 7, Furman presented me with the Bell
Tower Award. Although Furman had
recognized me with everything except the
President's Chair, including an honorary

My father, a 1 9 1 2 Furman graduate
and a successful physician, suggested that
I consider an alternative that would have
me become a chemical engineer, but with

Guess it shows that if you live long
enough and stay involved, you get to enjoy
really unusual benefits.

doctorate in 1 976 and the Alumni Service

something more than the average graduate.
He proposed that I enroll for two years in

Award in 1 985, the Bell Tower Award was

a liberal arts college for added breadth of

About four years ago, my wife of 58 years,
Joi, using a photograph from the old

one thing I never expected to receive.

background, then transfer to Georgia Tech
for my chemical engi neering degree.

campus, painted a watercolor of the Bell
Tower at Old Main o n the downtown

The surprise and pleasure I felt upon
reading President David Shi's letter advising
me of the award resulted in very damp

After serious consideration, I enrolled

Coincidence or Omen?

campus. Last year, as we planned our trip
to Greenville for the 60th reunion of the

eyes. It caused me to reflect on Furman's

at Furman in 1 937, with firm plans to transfer
to Georgia Tech in 1 939. But I soon became

1 75 years and on my association with the

enamored with Furman and even more with

university. Three unrelated items began to

chemistry and the prospect of doing

secretly make me a Furman tie clasp using
the painting.

roll around in my mind.

chemical research.
I n the fall of 1 939, John R . Sampey,

Class of '41 , she decided that she would

Using laser color printer technology,

The Commemorative Pen

head of the chemistry department, asked

she reduced the 8" x 1 0" picture to a bit
more than 1 /2" x 1 /2". This tiny tower fit on

In connection with the 1 75th anniversary

me to join him in a joint research project.
I accepted, and went on to graduate from

a ceramic piece she had formed and cured.
Next, she coated the picture and ceramic

Furman in 1 941 with a major in chemistry.

celebration in 2001 -02, alumni received
from Furman a brief questionnaire asking
us to describe our association with the

Graduate school at Princeton followed, with

piece with clear acrylic. Then she mounted
the finished product on a tie bar.

university. One question asked, "What
did attending Furman mean to you?" Like

a P h . D . in organic chemical synthesis i n
1 944.

I wore the Bell Tower tie clasp with
great pride at my reunion last October. And

many others, I sent in my answer and forgot
about it.

but with a background and perspective far

at the Founders Week Convocation April
1 7, just six months later, I wore the same

different from my original plans.

tie clasp with even greater pride.

anniversary. Imagine my surprise at finding

Furman Presidents

Joi's creation : Was it coincidence or was

on the pen the quotation, "Simply put,
Furman changed my life." The quote

During its 1 75th anniversary celebration,
Furman highlighted the accomplishments

it omen?

was part of my response to the question

of its 1 0 outstanding presidents. It has
been my unusual pleasure to have known

Several months later I received a

And then I went to work for Du Pont,

Yet the question still remains regarding

fountain pen commemorating the 1 75th

naire.
This really caused me to think back to
1 937 when, as a senior at Florence (S.C.)
High School , I had decided on my plans
for college. I would enter Georgia Tech,
become a chemical engineer, and go to

and been rather closely associated with
five of these men: Bennette E. Geer,
John Plyler, Gordon Blackwel l , John
Johns and David Shi.

work for Du Pont.
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The Last Word

ueen

Beth Evans Jones enjoyed a special
moment with the Queen Mum in 1996.

48

O n Saturday afternoon, March 30, while I was
watching BBC-America, a news flash announced
the death of Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother
- at the age of 1 0 1 ! The familiar strains of
"God Save the Queen" followed instantly, along
with a photograph of the Queen Mum and her
personal Standard. I burst into tears.
But I knew there was no time for meticulous
planning. We had to act quickly. By Thursday
we were in London.
Our first stop was the Mall, where we scoped
out a place to watch the processional on Friday,
when her coffin would be taken from St. James
Palace to lie in state in 1 ,000-year-old Westminster
Hall. A television interviewer thought it excep
tional that we had come for the event and asked
the inevitable: Why?
That was easy. All my life I've followed the
lives of the British "royals" as if they were family.
My shelves are packed with books about them,
and my collection of royal memorabilia keeps
growing.
Our trips to London date back to 1 960, and
during our visits I was able to talk to the Queen
Mother twice. She came to London 's Birkbeck
College in 1 969, when my husband, Ed, directed
Furman's first program there. We were presented
to her at a reception.
In 1 996, I was able to chat with her at
Westminster Abbey. As others who have met her
have often said, "I really felt like she was my
friend."
On Friday, April 5, we took our place along
the Mall. The crowd was 20 rows deep behind
us. The slow march began at I I :30 a.m., with
I ,700 of Her Majesty's finest providing an escort
a half-mile long. The Queen Mum's personal
Standard covered the casket. Her crown, glittering
with 2,800 diamonds, including the fabled
Koh-i-Noor, adorned the top, along with a bouquet
from the Queen, signed "In Loving Memory,
Lilibet." Behind marched Prince Philip, her
grandchildren (Charles, Anne, Andrew and
Edward), and her great-grandchildren and
close relatives. The crowd was silent.
The casket lay in state for three days and
nights as thousands passed her bier in Westminster

Hall, orderly and respectfully, in the best British
tradition. We filed through Monday morning.
Westminster Abbey was filled for the funeral
on Tuesday. Thousands camped out around
Parliament Square the night before to see the
transfer to the Abbey and to be near for the
·-funeral. Sound was piped outside, and the throngs
joined in the singing. Inside, resplendent clergy
presided, and British and European royalty added
to the magnitude of the moment. Millions
watched on television, as we did.
The mood was one of solemnity and loving
remembrance. Apart from the television
audience, police estimated that more than 2.3
million in London alone - a third of them young
people - turned out in quiet commemoration.
In London and across the country, businesses
closed, crowds observed moments of silence,
services were held, and flowers were strewn in
an outpouring of affection commensurate with
her long life. It was a pageant recalling the ages,
and people sensed that none might ever see its
l ike again.
To me the opportunity to experience the
people, the sincerity of their grief and the sense
of the enormity of the occasion was one of the
most meaningful of my life. Around London,
everyone seemed to have a story about the Queen
Mum.
This is mine.
- Beth Evans Lindsay Jones
The author graduatedfrom Furman in 1 948 with
a B.S. degree in biology. She and her husband,
Edward B. Jones '54, professor emeritus of
history, returned to England in late spring for
Her Majesty the Queen 's Golden Jubilee
celebration. This article first appeared in
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